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ABSTRACT 

Natural Language processing plays a significant role in increasing computers’ 

capability to understand natural languages. Morphological synthesis is one aspect of 

the task of understanding natural language, the language by which most human 

knowledge is recorded. 

 

Morphological synthesis or generation is a process of returning one or more surface 

forms from a sequence of underlying (lexical) forms. Morphological synthesis 

systems are used as components in many applications, including machine translation, 

spell-check, speech recognition, dictionary (lexicon) compilation, POS tagging, 

morphological analysis, conversational systems, automatic sentence construction and 

many others. 

 

Today, synthesizers of different kinds have been developed for languages that have 

relatively wider use internationally. The same cannot be said for Amharic, the 

working language of the Federal Government of Ethiopia, and one of the major 

languages of the country (Bender, 1976). 

 

This study is, thus, an attempt to develop a prototype automatic morphological 

synthesizer for Amharic, specifically for perfective verb forms.  

 

In this study, algorithms that take into consideration the morphological properties of 

Amharic are developed from scratch and applied, as there are no previous such 

attempts.  

 



 

The study adopts the combination of rule-based and neural network approaches to 

design and develop a prototype, referred as AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer. The 

rule-based approach generates all the roots successfully where as the neural network 

predicts the type of roots in the test data set with an accuracy of 81.48%. For a new 

case consisting of 14 roots the neural network identifies type A perfective verb forms 

with an accuracy of 80%, type B perfective verb forms with accuracy of 25% and that 

of type C perfective verb forms with an accuracy of 100%.  

 

The thesis, in short, describes processes of automated morphological synthesis from 

manually synthesizing words to developing a prototype and conducting an experiment 

with it. The result obtained using the small manually constructed root table will 

encourage the undertaking of further research in the area, especially with the aim of 

developing a full-fledged Amharic morphological synthesizer.                        
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Language is one of the fundamental aspects of human behavior and it constitutes a   

crucial component of our lives. In its written form it serves as a means of recording 

information and knowledge on a long term-basis and transmitting what it records from 

one generation to the next. In its spoken form it serves as a means of coordinating our 

day-to-day life with others (Allen, 1996).  

 

Linguistics can be defined most simply as the study of languages, particularly, natural 

languages. Natural language is a set of symbols and conventions used by human 

beings for communication purposes (Gazdar, 1996). The academic discipline that 

studies computer processing of natural language (NL) is known as natural language 

processing (NLP) or computational linguistics (Ibid.). Grishman (1984) states that 

NLP involves the development of computational models of a language, and based on 

this developing computer programs that can analyze NL and act appropriately on the 

information contained in the text or information. 

 

A large part of the information stored in bibliographic retrieval systems consists of 

natural language data, and many users would prefer, given the choice, to approach 

retrieval systems by using natural language formulations of their information needs 

(Salton, 1983). Salton (1989) also argues that the use of natural language search 

statements could raise the effectiveness as well as the efficiency of the retrieval 

operations by making possible the formulations of precise requests that correctly 

reflect user needs and simplify the user-system interactions. 
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To make use of natural language search statements, intensive research should be 

conducted at the different levels of language processing. There are different levels of 

natural language processing: phonological (i.e. sounds or combinations of sounds), 

morphological (processing of individual word forms), lexical (deals with the 

procedures operating on full words), syntactic (is designed to group the words of a 

sentence into structural units), semantic (adds contextual knowledge to the purely 

syntactic process in order to restructure the text into units that represent the actual 

meaning of a text), and pragmatic (uses additional information about the social 

environment in which a given document exists) (Salton, 1983). This study is based on 

the morphological level of natural language processing. Thus, NLP demands deep 

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and modeling the natural language so that 

computer programs that act appropriately on the information contained in the text or 

utterance of the language can be developed.  

 

However, NLP is an extremely complicated task. This complication emanates from 

the fact that natural language involves a large number of classes and relationships 

whose existence is not transparent from the surface structure of the natural language 

(Mao, 1997). In connection with this, Mesfin (2001) also states that the assignment of 

words, for example Amharic words, to their appropriate classes and also identifying 

the relation that they have with other words in a sentence, paragraph or document is 

difficult. Such complication becomes even worse for highly inflected Semitic 

language such as Amharic (Girmay, 1992). In such languages, different word forms 

can be generated from a single basic unit such as the root. The following example 

shows just a few of the many word forms that can be obtained from a single perfective 

root (see section 3.3 of chapter 3 for detailed discussion) [sbr] and a subject marker 

suffix 3psm (third person singular masculine).  
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No. Phonetic 

Representation 

Amharic 

Equivalent 

Gloss 

1 alsäbbäräm ›Mcu[U He did not break 

2 Säbbärä cu[ He broke (something) 

3 säbabbärä cvu[ He broke (something) over and over 

4 assäbbärä ›cu[ He helped someone break something 

5 assabärä ›du[ He helped someone break something 

6 täsabbärä }du[ He broke with someone  

7 täsäbabbärä }cvu[ He was broken over and over 

8 assäbabbärä ›cvu[ He made some people break each other 

9 käsäbbärä Ÿcu[ If he broke (something) 

10 käsäbabbärä Ÿcvu[ If he broke (something) over and over 

11 släsäbbärä eKcu[ For he broke (something) 

12 alsäbabbäräm ›Mcvu[U He did not break again and again 

13 täsäbbärä }cu[ He is broken  

14 kätäsäbbärä Ÿ}cu[ If he is broken 

 

Table 1.1 Some generations of the root [sbr] and a subject marker suffix 3psm (ä). 

  

For computers to understand Natural Languages, they should be made to handle such 

variants of the same basic word form together with the unique meanings and the 

specific interpretations that each form has. This further complicates the task for 

computers to understand NL. 

 

In this regard, works in computational linguistics or NLP systems tried to develop a 

system for processing NL at different levels of complexity to have a general NLU 

(Natural Language Understanding) system (Allen, 1996). There are, for instance, 

systems developed for processing NL at phoneme, word, sentence, and pragmatic 

levels. These systems are developed in such a way that the output of a lower system 

can serve as an input for the next higher level. For instance, the output of a 

morphological synthesizer that works at word level could serve as an input for 

syntactic and semantic parsers that work at sentence level (Uibo, 2001). The 
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morphological synthesizer in this case will enable one to generate the surface form 

(e.g. spies) from its constituent distinct parts called morphemes (e.g. /spy / and /s/). 

That means /spy/ + /s/= /spies/. Thus, the morphological synthesizer will accept /spy/ 

and /s/ as an input to generate the surface form /spies/. Similarly, the Amharic verb 

/gäddälä/ (he killed) is derived from /gäddäl-/ (the notion of killing) and (ä)- 3psm 

subject maker (i.e. gäddäl + ä = gäddälä). 

 

Morphological synthesizers have vital role in NLP systems. They are used to generate 

surface word forms, which are the ones that are found in everyday communication, 

from lexical components that could be stored separately in different databases 

(lexicons). Such systems are used as a subcomponent of NLP in applications like 

machine translation, dictionary (lexicon) development, and spelling and grammar 

checking (Harris, 1985). Thus, it is the purpose of this study to explore the possibility 

of developing an automatic morphological synthesizer useful for generating Amharic 

words.  

1.2 Applications of Natural Language Processing 

NLP can be applied in a number of areas. According to Grishman (1984), the 

following are some application areas of NLP: 

� Designing a friendly and flexible interface 

� Structuring large bodies of textual information for the purpose of 

automatic indexing and automatic abstract generation 

� Machine translation 

� Spelling and grammar checking 

� Analysis of language 

� Language learning 
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� Speech recognition and speech synthesis 

� Text compression 

� Information retrieval  

Other applications of NLP include term and name identification, word sense 

disambiguation, morphological analysis, morphological synthesis, unknown word 

processing, natural language generation, data mining and entity extraction and parts of 

speech tagging (Mao, 1997).  

1.3 Statement of the Problem and Its Justification 

Access to information has become a critical factor to the success of all sectors of a 

given society. Individual members of the society need information of one kind or 

another for their daily activities, their decision-making process and for social 

communication, interaction and mobility. At the institutional level, managers, policy 

makers, planners, scientists, technicians, and the different arms of the government 

machinery, etc need information in the planning and execution of their programs. At 

both levels of need (that is, at the individual and institutional levels), access to the 

right information at the right time is a pre-requisite for functional efficiency (Birungi, 

1995).   

 

Particularly in developing countries, information is long believed to be a corner stone 

of rapid social and economical development (UNESCO, 1976). As Kuznets (1966) 

has also remarked, the economic development of any country depends upon the 

effective utilization of its store of information on development activities. 

 

The unfortunate situation, however, is that, most often developing countries have no 

systematic programs for the collection, analysis and dissemination of available 
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information to the potential users. The individual and institutional decision-makers, 

scientists and researchers remain unaware of the existence of relevant information. As 

a result, the quality of their decision may be poor (Birungi, 1995). Today, a large 

amount of information is available on the Internet and CDs. Developing countries like 

Ethiopia can facilitate their overdue dream of development by making this store of 

knowledge accessible to their citizens. One of the barriers to this is the absence of 

online machine translation systems that can translate texts from a foreign language to 

a local one; say, from English to Amharic. 

 

The 1994 nationwide census of Ethiopia shows that out of 36,626,387 people aged ten 

years and above 76.6% (or 28,045,040 persons) fall under the category of illiterate. Of 

those categorized as literate, nearly half of (i.e. 4,417,005 people) are 6 graders or 

below (ECSA
1
, 1998). Taking into account the fluency of English at that level, the 

problem of getting pertinent information through the Internet can clearly be observed. 

Thus, the existence of machine translation systems that require morphological 

synthesizers as a component are of paramount importance for the delivery of 

electronic resources (such as Internet and CDs) to the population at large in their 

mother tongues.  

 

Machine translation is only one of the applications of natural language processing. 

Parsing, tagging, morphological analysis and morphological synthesis are, for 

instance, other applications of NLP (Grishman, 1984). Concerning Amharic only a 

limited number of studies have been conducted in the area of computational 

linguistics. In fact, most of the studies mainly focus on the area of character 

recognition (Worku, 1997; Ermias, 1998; Dereje, 1999; Millon, 2000) and text 

retrieval (Birru, 1992; Nega, 1999; Saba, 2001). 

                                                 
1
 ECSA is an acronym for Ethiopian Central Statistical Authority 
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As far as I know, only two studies have been conducted in the area of NLP for 

Amharic, Abiyot (2000) and Mesfin (2001). Abiyot’s research attempts to address the 

need for having a word parser for Amharic language, which its absence, as clearly 

stated by Abiyot, will make NLP difficult for Amharic. Mesfin’s work, on the other 

hand, focuses on experimenting with the application of stochastic method to Amharic 

part of speech (POS) tagging. His work lacks some word-level processes, such as 

distinguishing numbers (plural or singular) and sex (masculine or feminine). 

 

Like word parsing (morphological analysis) and POS tagging, morphological 

synthesis is also another task that should be addressed in the area of NLP of the 

Amharic language. The absence of morphological synthesis systems will have an 

effect on researches in machine translation, spell-check, speech recognition, 

dictionary (lexicon) compilation, POS tagging, morphological analysis, conversation 

systems, automatic sentence construction, etc. (Grishman, 1984). Studies in 

morphological synthesis will also contribute a lot in the effort to increase computer 

processing of the Amharic language (Abiyot, 2000). But, to the best of my 

knowledge, no research has been undertaken so far in the area of automatic 

morphological synthesis for Amharic. The absence of morphological synthesis 

systems limits the effort of making computers work comfortably with the Amharic 

language. For instance, further and higher forms of studies such as parsing (syntactic 

and semantic) and machine translation that help to quickly and easily retrieve 

information in the language may be difficult without having morphological synthesis 

systems first. Moreover, the lack of a morphological synthesis system hinders the 

undertaking of works related to dictionary compilation, spell-check, and speech 

recognition and generation in Amharic (Abiyot, 2000; Mesfin, 2001). 
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Therefore, it is worth conducting research and also to develop an automatic 

morphological synthesizer for Amharic based on the property of Amharic perfective 

verb forms. Amharic perfective verb forms are taken for this study because they are 

the basis for the derivation of all Amharic verb forms and their subsequent derivations 

(Wedekind, 1996). Thus, algorithms developed for Amharic perfective verb forms can 

easily be modified for all the other verb forms and their derivations, which constitute 

75% to 80% of the entries of Amharic dictionaries (Leslau, 1973).  

1.4 Objectives of the Study 

1.4.1 General Objective  

The general objective of this study is to investigate a development option for an 

automatic (computer-based) word synthesizer for Amharic perfective verb forms. 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

With the aim of achieving the above general objective, the study has attempted to 

address the following specific objectives: 

1. Study the morphological property of Amharic in general and that of 

perfective verb forms in particular to identify properties useful for 

automatic morphological synthesis; 

2. Study the type of lexicons required for morphological synthesis, and 

design the lexicons accordingly; 

3. Review the various techniques (or approaches) suggested for the 

development of an automstic morphological synthesizer; 

4. Prepare training and running data sets to be used in the experiment;  

5. Develop and test a prototype of an Amharic morphological synthesizer, 

which will implement the findings of the study; 
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6. Forward recommendations for further study. 

1.5 METHODS 

 

For the successful completion of this study, the following methods have been used. 

 

1.5.1 Literature Review and discussion with experts  

A number of resources including books, research reports, journal articles, manuals, 

and other published and unpublished documents (including those from the Internet) 

have been used for the following purposes:  

� To comprehend the morphological structure of Amharic words in 

general and that of perfective verb forms in particular; 

� To study techniques or approaches in morphological synthesis and to 

adopt one that is found appropriate to the current research work; 

� To examine and select the appropriate machine learning algorithm; 

� to know how to develop corpus data for morphological synthesis 

research work. 

Discussion with linguists and experts in the area of Amharic language morphology 

were made to better understand the language and get suggestions that are invaluable 

for the study. 

1.5.2 Lexicon and algorithm development 

A databse labeled as MorphoSynthesisLexicon is developed as a knowledge base. 

This database consists of 7 tables. The tables are RootTable, TemplateTable, 

SuffixTable, VowelChangeTable, ConsonantChangeTable, PalatalizationTable, and 

TranslationTable.   
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Algorithms are designed from scratch as there are no previously designed algorithms 

for this purpose based on the morphological properties of the language to generate 

perfective verb forms from an input root and suffix (subject marker or object marker).    

 

The neural network (see section 2.3.1.1 of chapter two) requires a large data to 

function properly. Since such a data is not available for Amharic, data consisting of 

273 roots with their type (see section 3.3 of chapter three) for training 

(NuralRootTable5) and 14 roots without their type for running (Runningfacts) have 

been prepared. Microsoft Excel 3.0 has been used for the data preparation.   

1.5.3 Development of the prototype morphological synthesizer 

In order to exploit the benefits of rule-based and neural network approaches, a hybrid 

approach is adopted in the design of the prototype morphological synthesizer, referred 

as AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer, in this study.  

 

A combination of two rule-based approaches - CV-based (see section 2.3.2.1 of 

chapter two) and Two-Level Model (TLM) (see section 2.3.2.2 of chapter two) of 

morphology are selected based on the morphological properties of Amharic and used 

in this study. The CV-Based approach is used to form stems from consonantal roots 

and templates. TLM is then used to handle the phonological and morphophonemic 

processes (such as assimilation) involved in word formation.   

 

Different lexicons and algorithms required for the development of an automatic 

morphological synthesizer following these two approaches are also designed from 

scratch, as there are no previously developed Amharic morphological synthesis 

algorithms. In the development, effort is made to consider the phonological and 
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morphological properties of Amharic words. A prototype morphological synthesizer 

for Amharic perfective verb forms is also developed to test the accuracy of the 

algorithms. The prototype synthesizer is developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 

version 6.0. Visual Basic is chosen for its user-friendly functionalities that enable 

easier implementation of the algorithm. 

 

The neural network is used to predict the type of the roots not incorporated in the 

database. Once the type of the root is predicted, all the possible templates are 

retrieved from the template table of the MorphoSynthesisLexicon database and the 

process of stem and word formation follows. For this purpose, the neural network 

software BrainMaker is used and it displays a promising result. The reason of 

selecting BrainMaker software is availability. 

1.5.4 Testing Techniques (or Procedures) 

The test has been conducted in two phases. The first phase was aimed at evaluating 

the performance of the rule-based approach by selecting the roots sbr of type A, flg of 

type B, mrk of type C, lkk of type B and C, lqq of type A and C, lsn of type A and B, 

and hlf of type A. The above roots have been selected by domain experts (Linguists) 

based on the representativeness of their type. The errors encountered during 

experimentation have been corrected and the experiment done iteratively until the 

result is found to be satisfactory.  

 

The second phase of the experiment was conducted to see the predictive power of the 

neural network. For this purpose, a table (NuralRootTable5-discussed in section 4.9 of 

chapter four) consisting of 273 roots (10% of which constitutes the test data set) with 

their type is prepared for training and 14 roots without their type to be used as running 
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fact is prepared and stored in a table (Runningfacts- discussed in section 4.10 of 

chapter four).  

 

The NuralRootTable5 table was used to train BrainMaker. Based on the training, a 

number of models have been built. The data in the running facts table (Runningfacts) 

have been submitted to these models in order to select the best model. Accordingly, 

the results from the selected model have been reported in section 5.7 of chapter five. 

1.6 Application of the results and beneficiaries 

Morphological synthesis systems are useful in many areas of NLP for Amharic. Thus, 

the beneficiaries of this study include researchers who are, or wants to be, involved in 

increasing the capability of computer processing in Amharic. The study could also be 

used:  

� As a base for building a full-fledged morphological system for Amharic; 

� As a component for the development of higher forms of NLP systems such as 

machine translation, spell-check, speech recognition, automatic dictionary 

(lexicon) compilation, POS tagging, morphological analysis, automatic 

sentence construction, etc.; 

� For Amharic language teaching and learning; 

� To define the structure of Amharic perfective verb forms; 

� To build a morphological dictionary for Amharic perfective verb forms; 

1.7 Limitations of the study 

As described earlier, the synthesizer developed is a combination of rule based and 

neural network. The neural network should have been trained and tested several times 

on the manually prepared roots and their type table to see its actual performance. 

Unfortunately this was not done due, mainly, to time constraint and the unavailability 
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of sufficient roots and their type lexicon. 

1.8 Scope 

The scope of the thesis is limited to demonstrating the potential of a hybrid (Rule- 

Based and Neural Network) approach to develop an Automatic Synthesizer 

morphological for Amharic triliteral
2
 perfective verb forms. The study excludes 

beneficative and affirmative suffixes and considers only subject and object marker 

suffixes. 

1.9 Organization of the Thesis 

 

This section describes the organization of the rest of the thesis. Chapter two discusses 

what morphological synthesis is, approaches to the development of word synthesis 

and issues related to word synthesis. Chapter three describes the Amharic language 

and the word formation processes in the perfective verb forms of the language. In 

chapter four the features of Amharic perfective verb forms that are used in developing 

the prototype synthesizer are discussed. This chapter also describes the design of the 

lexicons that are used as data providers to the synthesizer. The algorithms designed 

and the experiments conducted are discussed in chapter five. The conclusions and 

recommendations based on the findings of the study are presented in chapter six. A 

bibliography, to be used for further reading, has been following this chapter. The full 

set of Amharic fidel (alphabet) and sample output of the prototype synthesizer that are 

used to test its accuracy are attached in Appendix 1 and Appendix2 respectively. 

 

                                                 
2
 See section 3.3 of Chapter 3 for detailed discussion  
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CHAPTER TWO 

  MORPHOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS 

2.1 Introduction 

As described in the first chapter, the principal objective of this study is to design and 

implement a prototype morphological synthesizer for Amharic perfective verb forms. 

Morphological synthesis or generation is a process of returning one or more surface 

forms from a sequence of morpheme glosses.
3
 

 

In this chapter, basic concepts of morphology and different approaches to 

morphological synthesis are discussed. Section 2.2 discusses basic terminologies of 

morphology while section 2.3 discusses the different approaches of morphological 

synthesis that have close relevancy to this study.  

2.2 Basic Terminologies in Morphology 

As Aronoff (1976) puts it, morphology deals with the internal make-up of words. In 

formal language
4
, words are just arbitrary strings denoting constants or variables. 

Nobody would care about the morphology of formal languages. In natural languages 

the picture is very different. Every human language contains some hundred thousands 

of words. At the same time new words are continuously integrated while others drift 

out of use. These large numbers of words are produced from a limited collection of 

smaller units called morphemes (Trost, 2000). The task of morphology is thus to 

identify and describe the mechanisms behind this process.  

 

                                                 
3 A paraphrase or synonyms used in a dictionary entry to provide an explanation of the sense of a word 

or phrase related to the headword.  
4
 Formal language is any set of string like ‘zzmy’.  
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The basic building blocks in morphology are morphemes. Morphemes are defined as 

the smallest unit in language to which a meaning may be assigned or, alternatively, as 

the minimal unit of grammatical analysis.  

 

Realizing morphemes as part of a word is called morph.
5
 Often, there is a one-to-one 

relation between morpheme and morph. The morpheme /door/, for instance, is 

realized as the morph /door/. On the other hand the morpheme /take/ is realized as the 

morphemes /take/ and /took/. In such a case we speak of allomorphs.
6
  Plural in 

English is usually expressed by the morph /s/. There are exceptions though: in oxen 

plural is expressed through the morph /en/, in /men/ by stem
7
 vowel alternation.  

 

The form of a morph may be free or bound. A free morph is termed 'free' because it 

occurs relatively freely within other words or morphemes. In other words one can say 

that a free morph may form a word on its own, e.g., /door/. We call such words 

monomorphemic because they consist of a single morph. Bound morphs, on the other 

hand, occur only in combination with other forms. The majority of affixes
8
 are bound 

morphs. For example, the word /dogs/ consist of the free morph /dog/ and the bound 

morph /-s/ which is an affix. Words may also consist of free morphs only, for example 

the morpheme /woodwork/ consists of the free morphemes /wood/ and /work/, or 

bound morphs only, for example the morpheme /aggression/ consists of the bound 

morphemes /aggress/ and /ion/. 

 

                                                 
5 See section 2.2.1 for detailed discussion on Morph 
6
 The different forms (pronunciations) of a single morpheme   

7
 A stem is a bound form of a lexical item which typically consists of a root to which one or more 

morphological formatives have been added and which serves as the immediate base for the formation 

of some further form or set of forms. 
8
 Affix is a bound morpheme, which attaches to a base (root or stem) and it could be prefix, suffix, 

infix or circumfix. See section 2.2.1 for detailed discussion.  
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As described by Trost (2000), every language typically contains some ten thousand 

morphs. The magnitude is significantly below the number of words. Strict rules 

govern the combination of these morphs to form words. The combination of morphs 

to give meaningful words is the concern of morphological synthesis or generation. 

This way of structuring words in a language makes the cognitive load of remembering 

so many words much easier.  

2.2.1 Constitutes of a morph   

Morphs in a language are composed of affixes and stems. An affix is a bound 

morpheme that attaches to a base (root or stem). Affixes can be prefixes, suffixes, 

circumfixes and infixes. A prefix is an affix that is attached infront of a base. In 

English, /re-/, /en-/, /in-/, as in reemploy, endanger, inaccessible, are examples of 

prefixes. The hyphen (-) indicates the position of attachment. In Amharic, /as-/, /lä-/, 

/sɨlä-/, as in /as-marrä/ (he made someone be forgiven), /la-mäťťa/ (for the one who 

comes) and /sɨlä-bälla/, (for he ate) are examples of prefixes. A suffix, on the other 

hand, is an affix that is attached after a base. The plural markers /-s/ and /-oč/ of 

English and Amharic, respectively, are examples of suffixes, as in plants and säwoč 

(men). A circumfix is the combination of prefix and suffix that together express some 

feature. In Amharic the combination of the prefix t and alläš in tɨ-säbr-i-alläš (you 

will break it) is an example of circumfix. An infix is an affix where the placement is 

defined in terms of some phonological condition(s). For example, in the Amharic 

word säbabbärä (he broke something into pieces) the vowel a just after the consonant 

b is an infix that is obtained through reduplication of säbbärä (he broke).  
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A morphology that uses the three types of affixes-prefix, suffix and circumfix-is 

called concatenatative morphology whereas the morphology that also uses infix is 

said to be nonconcatenatative morphology (Antworth, 1991). 

 

Affixation and compounding are alike. Their major dissimilarity lies in the nature of 

morphs they combine (Trost, 2000). Affixation attaches a bound morph onto a free 

morph whereas compounding combine two freely standing morph to form another 

word forms. 'Bedroom' and 'homework' of English and timhirt-bet ('lesson-house', 

which means school), mad-bet ('meal-house', which means 'Kithchen') and bet-ä-

kiristian (house-of-Christian, which means 'church') of Amharic are examples of 

compounds. 

 

Reduplication is a border case of affixation. The form of the affix is a function of the 

stem to which it is attached, i.e., it copies (some portion of) the stem. Reduplication 

may be complete or partial. In the latter case it may be prefixal, infixal or suffixal. 

Infixal reduplications are the ones common in Amharic (Trost, 2000). Reduplication 

is used in Amharic to show an action done repeatedly.   

Example: -  

/säbbärä/ (he broke) /säbabbärä / (He broke something into pieces) 

2.2.2 The Structure of Words: Morphotactics 

Morphs must somehow be put together to form words. A word grammar determines     

the way this has to be done. This part of morphology is called morphotactics. Usually 

there are language-specific word grammars that help determine how morphs are put 

together. These word grammars put constraints on morph patterning. For example, the 

English word pseudohospitalization is formed from /pseudo-/, /hospital/, /-ize/ and /-

ation/.  But these morphemes can be concatenated randomly as follows if such word 
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grammars don’t restrict their formation:  

*
9
hospitalationizepseudo 

 *pseudoizehospitalation 

*pseudohospitalationize 

In Amharic, too, from morphemes /as-/, /bälla/ (he eats), and /-at/ different word 

forms can be formed, as in /bällasat/, and /asatbälla/, but the grammatically correct 

one is /asbällat/ ('he forced her to eat' or he had her/it eaten). Therefore, a system for 

morphological synthesis needs to have a component that determines the well 

formedness of different word forms.  

 

Constraints on affixes are made in generating an acceptable word. Some affixes, for 

instance, are attached to specific word categories only. These constraints can be 

syntactic, phonological, semantic or purely lexical in nature (Trost, 2000). A semantic 

restriction on the English adjectival prefix /un-/ prevents its attachment to an adjective 

that already has a negative meaning (e.g. Unhappy, but not *unsad). Examples of 

phonological restriction are also found in Amharic too. The plural marker /-očč/ is 

attached to nouns with consonantal endings, while /-woč/ is for vowel endings as in 

lam +očč � lamočč  ('cows') and bärre +woč � bärrewoč ('oxen'). 

 

Morphotactics is responsible for governing the rules for the combination of morphs 

into larger entities. But phonological rules may apply and change the shape of 

morphs. Morphophonology, a discipline that merges morphology and phonology, deal 

with these changes and their underlying reasons.  

 

It is common to see phonological influences when morphs concatenate to form words. 

In many cases this concatenation process will induce some phonological change in the 

                                                 
9
 *Shows ill formed construction. 
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vicinity of the morph boundary. Assimilation is an example. It is a process where the 

two segments at a morph boundary influence each other, resulting in some feature 

change that makes them more similar. Take, for example, the English prefix /in–/ 

where the /n/ changes to /m/ before labials.
10

  

in + mature���� immature      (m is the labial considered in mature) 

in+ probable���� improbable  (p is the labial considered in probable) 

The same effect is also observed in Amharic; when a vowel is attached to a dental 

consonant that dental is changed to a palatal (discussed in section 3.8.2 of chapter 

three).  

Example: -   

wädd + e���� wädĩjje (my dear one) (in this case the dental d is changed 

into the palatal j due to the occurrence of the vowel e) 

 

To sum up, a system for morphological synthesis should consider the morphotactic, 

morphophonological and phonological features in order to generate linguistically 

acceptable word forms. 

2.2.3 Types of Morphology 

There are two productive ways to form words from morphemes: inflection and 

derivation (Katamba, 1993). So, we have correspondingly inflectional and 

derivational morphology. 

 

Inflection morphology deals with the combination of a word with a grammatical 

morpheme, usually resulting in a word of the same class as the original stem, and 

serving some syntactic function, for example plurals of nouns. They do not change the 

                                                 
10

 A consonant produced with one or both lips, or a vowel for which the lips are rounded   
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part-of-speech category but the grammatical function (also called morphosyntactic
11

 

information). The different forms of a word are produced by inflection. In English, the 

word ‘work’ is a verb, and inflectional forms like 'works', 'working’, and  'worked' are 

produced by adding the 3
rd

 person singular maker /-s/, the present continuous marker 

/-ing/ and the perfective /-ed/ respectively. These four word forms of ‘work’, 

i.e.'work', 'works', 'working', and 'worked' are all verbs and there is no change in the 

part-of-speech category due to the affixation.  

 

On the other hand, derivational morphology creates new words (i.e., words with a 

different part-of-speech category) by adding a bound morpheme to a stem. Derivation 

can be applied recursively, i.e., words that are already the product of one derivation 

process can undergo the process again. The following is an example from English: 

large (adj.) � enlarge (en- + large) (v) � enlargement (enlarge + -ment) (noun)   

2.2.4 Prosodic Morphology and Nonconcatenative Morphology 

Traditional morpheme theory is ideal for the description of word-building processes 

whereby morphemes are concatenated (i.e. are attached one after the other). This 

theory is not at all well suited to the task of describing nonconcatenative 

morphological processes involving, for example, infixation or the internal 

modification of the root. So, although it has been recognized for a long time that, in 

Semitic languages, the root, usually consisting of three consonants (e.g. sbr 'break'), 

serves as the skeleton to which flesh is added in the process of word-formation, before 

the advent of prosodic morphology, there was no theoretically effective way of 

describing this method of word-formation. 

 

                                                 
11

 Morphosyntactic: any morphologically distinguished class of words that plays a part in syntax.  
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McCarthy (1981) initiated prosodic morphology. He noted the similarity in the 

behavior of vowels introduced into consonantal roots by morphological processes in 

Arabic on the one hand, and that of phonological prosodies, such as tone spreading, 

on the other. He hypothesized that the verb in Arabic has elements arranged on three 

independent tiers at the underlying level of representation in the lexicon, the three 

tiers being the root tier (also called the consonantal tier), the skeletal tier and the 

vocalic melody tier. Below is an example in Amharic: 

 

Root tier:   g d l 

 

Skeletal tier:      C  V C C V C V 

 

Vocalic melody tier:   ä 

Figure 2.1 CV-based generation of the verb gäddälä 

The above three independent tiers give the Amharic word gäddälä (He killed). 

These three tiers are linked together by association lines. The three universal 

conventions for making associations between the prosodic templates and the 

autosogementalized strings are as follows (McCarthy, 1981):  

i. The meaning of a verbal lexeme is signaled at the root-tier by the 

consonantal segments. Usually a verb has three consonants in its underived 

lexical entry in the lexicon. Thus the root gdl in Amharic represents the 

lexeme kill, which is realized by a variety of word-forms.     

ii. The skeletal tier (which is also called the CV-tier) is like a potter's 

template. So, it is also called the prosodic template tier. It provides a 

canonical shape that is associated with a particular meaning or 

grammatical function. The template CVCCVCV, for instance, carries the 
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grammatical meaning perfective. Hence gäddälä means 'he killed'. 

iii. The vocalic (vowel) melody tier provides information analogous to that 

carried in English by inflectional affixes like tense, aspect, number or 

derivational affixes. For instance in the above Amharic perfective verb 

gäddälä, the vocalic pattern ää indicates that the tense of the verb is past. 

The last vowel ä indicates that the person is second person masculine and 

the number is singular, as we observe in the case of English. 

2.2.5 Computational Morphology  

Morphology deals with the internal structure of words. Computational morphology, 

on the other hand, is intended to handle the task of morphology automatically with the 

use of computers and computational methods. Generally, the tasks involved in 

computational morphology can be grouped into two parts:  

a) Word-form synthesis and analysis;  

b) Parts-of-speech (POS)-or inflectional-category determination.  

The following section discusses these tasks in detail.   

2.2.5.1 Word-Form Synthesis and Analysis 

Synthesis or generation is the processes of producing word forms from their 

constituent morphemes, whereas analysis or recognition does the reverse process, 

which is tokenizing word forms into their ingredient morphemes. A word form 

generator would accept as input a lexical form (such as /cry/ + /s/) and returns the 

surface form /cries/. On the other hand, the recognizer would accept as input a surface 

form such as /cries/ and returns an underlying form divided into morphemes, namely, 

/cry/ + /s/.  These processes demand identification of word form components (for 

example stems and suffixes) and taking account of the regular phonological or 

orthographical alternations due to morphological, and morphophonological processes 
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involved.   

2.2.5.2 POS or Inflectional Category Determination  

Computational morphological systems operate as a morphological front end of 

syntactic parsers. Such syntactic parsers need not only tokenized word forms but also 

determine the POS or inflectional category of the entire word. The POS tag or 

inflectional category of words is often taken from a morpheme that serves as a “head 

of a word
12

” for that particular word/word form. For example, the English word 

'sadness' comes from the following morphemes: the adjective stem /sad/ and the noun 

marker suffix /-ness/. Of these morphemes, the   noun-marker suffix /-ness/ is a head 

of the word /sadness/, and thus, the entire word is a noun.  

2.2.6 Morphological synthesis (generation) 

2.2.6.1 Knowledge Required by a morphological synthesizer 

The word formation process of a language should be represented correctly for the 

synthesizer in order to carry out the synthesis process effectively.  Even though some 

basic knowledge is common for most synthesizers, the detailed knowledge required 

can vary from language to language. Pullman et. al. (1988) notes that the following 

are the three main types of knowledge that need to be represented for synthesizers. 

i. Knowledge about the properties of the stored base forms of words: 

ii. Knowledge about spelling or phonological changes upon affixation; and 

iii. Knowledge about the syntactic or semantic properties of affixation (that is, 

inflectional and derivational morphology). 

Moreover, the synthesizer should have knowledge of the syntactic or semantic 

properties of the vowel patterns of the stem, and particularly for Semitic words. This 

is because the vowel patterns of the stem in Semitic languages can determine the 

                                                 
12

 For a detailed discussion on “head of a word” see William (1981).  
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inflectional and derivational category of a word. For example the two Amharic words 

‘sɨbäri’ eu] (break!) (2psf
13

)) and ‘sɨbbari’ ev] (a fragment) are derived from the 

same root ‘sbr’ ew` (break) have different meanings due to the different vowel 

patterns  they possess.  

2.2.6.2 Inputs and Outputs of Morphological Synthesis 

Any synthesis task is governed by the final goal it seeks to achieve, which will 

determine the success or failure of synthesis. The output of a morphological synthesis 

of a language for NLP and linguistic can be different as they have different goals to 

achieve. 

 

The study of NL for NLP involves identifying computational characteristics of the 

language relevant to the application at hand, and it is constrained by limitations of 

computational effectiveness and available technologies. The study of NL for linguistic 

purposes is usually motivated by the problem of language acquisition and 

identification of universal property of a language. Analysis of NL for linguistic 

purposes involves characterizing observable properties of the language and 

description of an entire language.  

 

The morphological synthesizers developed so far function generally in two different 

ways. The first one is generating well-formed words from a sequence of morphemes 

(/spy/+/s/=/spies/) like that of Englex,
14

 and the other one is generating as many 

different word forms as possible from a given stem and an affix or from a given root 

and an affix like that of MORPH
15

.  This study will consider the possibility of 

generating all possible words from an input root and suffix. For instance, if the inputs 

                                                 
13 2psf stands for Second Person Singular Feminine. 
14

 A computational Morphology of English.  
15

 A morphological synthesizer for Germany. 
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to the system are the root name [sbr] and the suffix subject marker 3psm, some of the 

words generated by the synthesizer are given hereunder. This table is given in chapter  

one as Table 1.1 and it is repeated here for the purpose of this discussion.   

No. Phonetic 

Representation 

Amharic 

Equivalent 

Gloss 

1 alsäbbäräm ›Mcu[U He did not break 

2 säbbärä cu[ He broke (something) 

3 säbabbärä cvu[ He broke (something) over and over 

4 assäbbärä ›cu[ He made something broken 

5 assabärä ›du[ He helped someone break something 

6 täsabbärä }du[ He broke with someone  

7 täsäbabbärä }cvu[ He was broken over and over 

8 assäbabbärä ›cvu[ He helped someone break something 

9 käsäbbärä Ÿcu[ If he broke (something) 

10 käsäbabbärä Ÿcvu[ If he broke (something) over and over 

11 släsäbbärä eKcu[ For he broke (something) 

12 alsäbabbäräm ›Mcvu[U He did not break again and again 

13 täsäbbärä }cu[ He is broken  

14 kätäsäbbärä Ÿ}cu[ If he is broken 
 
Table 2.1 Sample generations of the morphological synthesizer developed. 

2.3 Approaches to Morphological Synthesis 

As discussed in Kazakov and Munandhar (2000), the different approaches to 

morphology are categorized as corpus based and rule-based.  

2.3.1 Corpus-based Approaches 

Corpus-based approaches do not strictly follow explicit theory of linguistics (Kazakov 

and Munandhar, 2000). The approaches are completely based on test corpora, which 

constitute the input data. Approaches in this category use some algorithms to learn, 

say about the word formation process of a language from a given corpus and perform 

the synthesis based on this knowledge. Moreover, the employed algorithms are 

subject to modification and further fine-tuning during the operation (Kazakov and 

Munandhar, 2000).  
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Corpus-based approaches are further divided into supervised and unsupervised based 

on the type of test corpora they use. Unsupervised approaches use heuristics or 

probability information generated from the test corpora to generate the morphological 

synthesis system (Kazakov and Munandhar, 2000). In this approach, no sample 

outputs are given. Kazakov and Munandhar (2000) argue that this approach reduce 

the cost of browsing annotated corpora.  

 

Supervised approach, on the other hand, requires annotated text corpora. In this case a 

teach input is provided, which tells the system the outputs required for a given input. 

This study uses this approach to predict the type of the root not available in the 

RootTable
16

 table. To implement this, the neural network software BrainMaker 

designed using the back-propagation algorithm is used. The annotated corpus in this 

study is the NuralRootTable5
17

 table, compiled as part of this research from various 

sources given in the introduction part of chapter three, which consists of 273 roots 

with their type.  

 

Similar researches conducted on the application of neural networks in morphological 

synthesis is sought for and cannot be found. The following section gives an overview 

of artificial neural networks.     

2.3.1.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a system loosely modeled on the human brain. 

The field goes by many names, such as connectionism; parallel distributed processing, 

neuro-computing, natural intelligent systems, machine learning algorithms, and 

artificial neural networks. It is an attempt to simulate within specialized hardware or 

sophisticated software, the multiple layers of simple processing elements called 

                                                 
16

 Discussed in detail in section 4.2 of chapter 4 
17

 Discussed in detail in section 4.10 of chapter 4 
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Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

neurons. Each neuron is linked to certain of its neighbors with varying coefficients of 

connectivity that represent the strengths of these connections. Learning is 

accomplished by adjusting these strengths to cause the overall network to output 

appropriate results (Anderson, 1992; McNeil, 1992).    

Layers 

Biologically, neural networks are constructed in a three dimensional way from 

microscopic components. These neurons seem capable of nearly unrestricted 

interconnections. This is not true in any man-made network. Artificial neural 

networks are the simple clustering of the primitive artificial neurons. This clustering 

occurs by creating layers, which are then connected to one another. How these layers 

connect may also vary. Basically, all artificial neural networks have a similar structure 

of topology. Some of the neurons interface the real world to receive its inputs (input 

layer) and other neurons provide the real world with the network’s outputs (output 

layer). All the rest of the neurons are hidden from view (hidden layer). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 A Sample Neural Network 

As the figure above shows, the neurons are grouped into layers. The input layer 

consists of neurons that receive input from the external environment. The hidden layer 
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after accepting inputs from the input layer it automatically assign weights based on 

the neural transfer function selected (Sigmoid function). The output layer consists of 

neurons that communicate the output of the system to the user or external 

environment.  

 

Learning   

The brain basically learns from experience. Neural networks are sometimes called 

machine learning algorithms, because of its connection weights (training) causes the 

network to learn the solution to a problem. The strength of connection between the 

neuron is stored as a weight-value for the specific connection. The system learns new 

knowledge by adjusting these connection weights. 

 

The learning ability of a neural network is determined by its architecture and by the 

algorithmic method chosen for training (Taylor, 1995). 

 

The training method usually consists of one of the following. 

1. Unsupervised learning: The hidden neurons must find a way to organize 

themselves without help from the outside. In this approach, the network is 

provided with inputs but not with desired outputs. The system must then 

decide what features it will use to group the input data. This is often 

referred to as self-organization or adaption. This is learning by doing.    

2. Supervised learning: In this case both the inputs and the outputs are 

provided. The network then processes the inputs and compares its resulting 

outputs against the desired outputs. Errors are then propagated back 

through the system, causing the system to adjust the weights which control 

the network. This process occurs over and over as the weights are 
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continually tweaked. The set of data which enables the training is called 

the training set. During the training of a network the sane set of data is 

processed many times as the connection weights are over refined.  

Application areas of neural networks  

ANNs can be used for many purposes, such as 

� Optimization,  

� Control,  

� Vision and image processing,  

� Speech recognition and synthesis 

� Natural language processing, 

� Modeling human cognition, etc. 

Basically, most applications of neural network fall into the following five categories 

(Anderson, 1992; McNeil, 1992): 

1. Prediction: Uses input values to predict some output. E.g. predict 

whether, identify people with cancer risk. 

2. Classification: Use input values to determine the classification. E.g. 

is the input the letter A, is the blob of the video data a plane and 

what kind of plane is it.  

3. Data association: Like classification but it also recognizes data that 

contains error. E.g. not only identify the characters that were 

scanned but identify when the scanner is not working properly.  

4. Data conceptualization: Analyze the inputs so that grouping 

relationships can be inferred. E.g. extract from a database the 

names of those most likely to by a particular product. 

5. Data filtering: Smooth an input signal. E.g. take the noise out of a 

telephone signal.   
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2.3.2 Rule-based approaches 

Rule-based approaches are based on a theory of morphology laid down by experts. 

This group of methods enables one to incorporate sophisticated linguistic theory, such 

as generative phonology, into computational morphology processes. Because of their 

reliance on linguistic theories, systems developed using such approaches are often 

efficient and produce better quality outputs (Karttunen, 1994). Moreover, Karlsson 

and Karttunen (2000) indicated that rule based approaches are tested quite for a long 

period time now, and there are a number of systems developed using this approach 

both for commercial and research purposes.   

As described earlier, most of the morphological generators and recognizers are done 

using the rule-based approach. The reason being that morphological systems 

developed using rule-based approaches have the following advantages over those 

developed using corpus-based approaches. Such advantages include the following as 

indicated in Karlsson & Karttunen (2000): 

Data-compaction: Morphological systems developed using rule-based approaches 

require less storage than morphological systems developed using corpus-based 

approaches. 

High speed: Morphological systems developed using rule-based approaches are faster 

than those developed using the corpus-approaches. 

Better Efficiency: Morphological systems developed using rule-based approaches are 

reported to have better accuracy than those developed using corpus-based approaches. 

Better adaptability: Morphological systems developed using rule-based approaches 

are easier and more straightforward to twist or modify for the purpose of correcting 
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errors.   

The methodology used in this study is the combination of rule-based and ANNs. The 

reason behind is to benefit from the above virtues of rule-based approaches and the 

predictive capability of ANNs.  

There are a number of rule-based approaches for morphological synthesis. Among 

them are two-level model (TLM) of morphology, CV-Based approach, bottom up 

approach, top-to-bottom approach, and Unification based word grammar. This section 

reviews the first two approaches that have close relevancy to this study.  

2.3.2.1 CV-Based Approach or Root-and-template morphology 

In his application of autosegmental theory of morphology to Arabic, McCarthy (1981) 

proposes that a word can be regarded as having separate autosegmental tiers for 

vowels (that marks information about voice and aspect) and consonant melodies (also 

called root, and which conveys the basic semantic meaning) that are linked to a core 

template comprising C-V (also called Binyan) elements through universal and 

language-specific conventions. These association conventions are constrained by the 

same set of well-formedness conditions independently motivated for tone, vowel 

harmony and other prosodic features. 

Amharic is a Semitic language whose morphology is quite similar to that of Arabic 

(Trost, 2000). Thus, the points raised by McCarthy in relation to Arabic morphology 

seem valid for Amharic. 

The type of morphology characterizing Semitic languages is commonly known as 

nonconcatenative morphology. Nonconcatenative morphology differs from its 

concatenative counterpart in that, apart from prefixation or suffixation, it has a 
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morphology pervaded by a wide variety of purely morphological alternations internal 

to the stem. For example, infixing different vocalic patterns can produce different 

word forms. The following example could help to easily illustrate the aforesaid 

discussion. 

Root template stem      Gloss                Class 

sbr C1äC2C2äC3  säbbär       he broke      Verb  

C1äC2aC3  säbar          something broken  Noun  

mäC1C2äC3  mäsbä       to break  Noun   

Figure 2.3 CV-based formations of stems and words 

The CV-based approach is used in this study for stem formation. As can be shown 

above, the stems are represented as templates. Inserting characters of a root to their 

appropriate templates form stems. This template matching handles morphological and 

phonological activities internal to the stem components such as assimilation, root 

reduction and extension, involved in stem formation. 

2.3.2.2 Two-Level Model of Morphology (TLM) 

A major breakthrough in the field of morphology came in 1983 when Kimmo 

Koskenniemi, a Finnish computer scientist, produced his dissertation Two-level 

morphology: A general computational model for word-form recognition and 

generation (Koskenniemi, 1983). Koskenniemi's model of two-level morphology was 

based on the traditional distinction that linguists made between morphotactics and 

morphophonemics, which accounts for alternate forms or spellings of morphemes 

according to the phonological context in which they occur. For example, the word 

säbɨrre (I having broken) is formed from the stem /säbr/ and the morpheme /e/.  
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Koskenniemi's model is two-level in the sense that a word is represented as a direct, 

letter-for-letter correspondence between its lexical or underlying form and its surface 

form. An example showing the generation of the word 'chased' is given in two-level 

representation as follows. In this case, + is a morpheme boundary symbol and 0 is a 

null character. 

Lexical form c h a s e + e d 

Surface form c h a s 0 0 e d 

 

Table 2.2 The generation of the word chased using the two-level model 

Shortly after Koskenniemi's dissertation appeared, Lauri Karttunen and others 

produced a LISP implementation of Koskenniemi's two-level model and dubbed it 

KIMMO (Karttunen, 1983). The main components of the KIMMO parser are shown 

in Figure 2.4. It had two analytical components: the rules component and the lexical 

component, or lexicon. First, the rules component consisted of two-level rules that 

accounted for regular phonological or orthographic alternations, such as /chase/ 

versus /chas/. Second, the lexicon listed all morphemes (stems and affixes) in their 

lexical form and specified morphotactic constraints. For example, the lexicon would 

have included lexical entries for the verb stem /chase/ and the suffix /-ed/, and would 

have specified their relative order. Using these data components were two processing 

functions, the generator and the recognizer. The generator would accept as input a 

lexical form such as /spy/+/s/ and return the surface form /spies/. The recognizer 

would accept as input a surface form such as /spies/ and return an underlying form 

divided into morphemes, namely /spy/+/s/, plus a gloss string such as N+PLURAL. 

 

PC-KIMMO is a new implementation for microcomputers of a program dubbed 

KIMMO after its inventor Kimmo Koskenniemi (see Koskenniemi 1983). It is of 
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Lexical Forms 

Spy+s 

[N (spy)+PLURAL] 

Surface form: 

Spies 

 

Spies 

 

Spy + s 

 

interest to computational linguists, descriptive linguists, and those developing natural 

language processing systems. The program is designed to generate (produce) and/or 

recognize (parse) words using a two-level model of word structure in which a word is 

represented as a correspondence between its lexical level form and its surface level 

form.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Main components of Karttunen's KIMMO Parser 

TLM of morphology is used in this study during word formation process through 

suffixation. The correspondence between the underlying form and its lexical 

equivalent is represented in the tables VowelChangeTable, ConsonantChangeTable, 

and PalatalizationTable of the MorphoSynthesisLexicon database. Sample records in 

the above tables can be obtained in chapter four. 

2.4 Summary 

Various computational morphology concepts are discussed in this chapter. The 

discussions included in this chapter on neural networks and rule-based approaches 

will be applied in chapter five to develop the morphological synthesizer. The next 

chapter will discuss Amharic verb formation. 

RULES 
LEXICON 

RECOGNIZER 

GENERATOR 
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CHAPTER THREE 

VERB FORMATION IN AMHARIC 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the verb formation processes in Amharic, particularly the 

perfective verb forms. As indicated in the first chapter, the study focuses on perfective 

verb forms that are the basis for the derivation of all Amharic verb forms and their 

subsequent derivations (Wedekind, 1996). To emphasize the importance of verbs in 

Amharic, Wedekind (1996) says that the verb is the language.  

 

The analysis and discussions in this chapter are based on the data and analysis from 

Abiyot (2000), Baye (1986
18

), Getahun (1990), Hirut (1998), Dawkins (1969), Bender 

and Hailu Fullass (1982) (henceforth BF), Mullen (1986), Alemayehu (1987), Habte 

Mariam (1994), Girmay (1992) and Leslau (1967). Further details on the subject can 

be obtained from these sources. 

3.2 The Amharic writing system 

In this study, phonetic symbols are used to represent the Amharic alphabet assuming 

that it is possible to develop a program that converts the phonetic symbols to their 

equivalent Amharic texts written using the Amharic alphabet. A list of the Amharic 

alphabet (fidel) adopted from Leslau and used in this study is found in appendix 1. A 

detailed discussion of the Amharic writing systems is found in Abiyot (2000). 

                                                 
18

 The year in Baye is given in Ethiopian calender  
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3.3 Amharic verb classes 

BF (1978) classify Amharic verbs based on the following six criteria: 

i. Consonantal skeleton (number of radicals); 

� Monoliteral   (consisting of only one consonant); 

� Biliteral  (consisting of only two consonants); 

� Triliterals  (consisting of only three consonants); 

� Quadriliteral  (consisting of only four consonants); 

� Quiniliteral  (consisting of only five consonants). 

ii. Pattern of gemination of consonants; 

� Type A: penultimate (second from the last) consonant that 

geminates in perfect only; 

� Type B: are verbs whose penultimate consonant geminates 

throughout the conjugation; 

� Type C: are verbs whose penultimate consonant geminates 

in perfect and imperfect only; 

iii. Occurrence of vowels other than the normal ä; 

iv. Identical consonants in sequence; 

v. Presence of w, y, h (in the verbal root);  

vi. Occurrences of initial ‘a’ or ‘t’ in base forms. 

Cohen (1978), as cited by Habte Mariam (1994), classifies simple (non-derived) verbs 

on the basis of their conjugational
19

 pattern as their phonetic content into the 

following major and minor divisions:  

The major group includes: 

i. Triliterals: type A, 

ii. Triliterals: type B, 

                                                 
19

 Conjugation means to give various inflectional endings of a verb, i.e. voice, mood, tense, number and 

person.  
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iii. Quadrilaterals 

iv. Quniliterrals and sexiliterals, 

The minor group includes: 

i. Verbs with their second and third radicals identical, 

ii. Verbs with initial /a/, and 

iii. Verbs with /o/ or /e/ after their first consonant. 

Dawkins (1969) divides Amharic verbs into three major types, with several sub-

groups within each type, and each subgroup being brought about by the special 

phonetic composition of its root. Type A verbs are triliterals with their penultimate 

consonant geminated only in the perfect, while type B verbs consist of triliterals that 

geminate their penultimate consonant through the conjugation. Type C verbs have 

three consonants and geminate their penultimate consonant in the perfect as well as in 

the imperfect. 

 

Observing the proliferation of classification, especially in BF (1978) and in Dawkins 

(1969) to a lesser degree (if we take into account their subclassifications), Habte 

Mariam (1994) proposes the following four classes on the basis of grammatical 

considerations alone, without taking into account the phonetic content of the verbal 

stems. He remarks that such minor classes as those that are brought about by the 

phonetic content of the stems do belong to one or the other of the four classes and 

their minor anomalies should be accounted for in terms of phonological processes. 

 

Type A consists of triliteral simple stems that spread the vocalic melody of the 

conjugation to a maximum of two places and that geminate the penultimate consonant 

only in the perfect. A common example of type A verbs is säbbär-ä (he broke 

something). 
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Type B triliteral stems are characterized by the spreading of the vocalic melody to a 

maximum of two places and by the gemination of the penultimate consonant 

throughout the whole conjugation. An example of type B verbs is fälläg-ä (he 

searched for something). 

 

Type C triliteral stems, as exemplified by marräk-ä (he captured [prisoner of war]), 

are characterized by the vowel a after the first radical and by the gemination of the 

penultimate consonant in the perfect as well as in the imperfect. 

 

Type D verbs are simple quadriliteral and derived stems. They are characterized by 

the spreading of the vowel of the conjugation to a maximum of three places and by 

the gemination of the penultimate radical in the perfect as well as the imperfect. 

 

The classification given by Habte Mariam is adopted for this study, however ignoring 

what he has classified as type D. Classifying Amharic words into three as type A, B, 

and C is also supported by Getahun (1990). These types of verbs are all triliteral. 

Baye (1999) argues that all Amharic words can be reduced and extended to three 

radicals. Researcher’s survey of the Amharic-English dictionary by Amsalu (1979) 

also shows that 75-80% of the Amharic verbs are triliterals.    

 

3.4 Amharic Verbal Stem Forms. 

There is disparity on the classification of verbal stems in Amharic. Mullen (1986) and 

BF (1982) classify Amharic verbal stems into six: perfective, imperfective, gerundive, 

jussive, infinitive and agentive. Habte Mariam (1994) classifies them into four- 
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perfective, imperfective, gerundive and jussive, whereas Baye (1999) and Getahun 

(1990) classify Amharic verbal stems into three: perfective, imperfective and jussive. 

This study focuses only on the perfective verb form because it is believed to be the 

source of all verbal variations (tense, aspect, mood) and all the other verbal stems can 

be predicted from it (Wedekind, 1996).   

3.5 Formation of Perfective Triradical Basic Stems in Amharic 

To produce triliteral basic stems in the perfect for type A verbs, insert the root into the 

template as 1ä22ä3 or 1ä22ä2 or a22ä3ä, etc., as in the example below.  

Examples: 

    1ä2    2ä3 (säbbär)          1ä2    2ä3(zälläl)            a2      2ä3 (alläf) 

 

    s     b      r                                           z      l      l    h    l       f  

 (1)     (2)    (3) 

In example (3) above /h/ is changed into /a/. 

 

 

To produce triliteral basic stems in the perfect for type B verbs, insert the characters 

of the root into the template 1ä22ä3 or 1ä22ä2 or a22ä3ä, etc., as in the example 

below.  

Examples: 

    1ä2    2ä3 (-fälläg)         1ä2    2ä2(-sälläl)            a2      2ä3 (assäb) 

 

    f      l       g                                           s     l      l    h    s      b  

 

To produce triliteral basic stems in the perfect for type C verbs insert the characters of 

the root into the template 1a22ä3 or 1a22ä2, etc., as in the example below. 

Examples: 

    1a2    2ä3 (-marräk)         1a2    2ä2(-marrär)             

 

    m     r     k                                           m    r      r    
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3.6 Formation of Perfective Triradical Derived Stems in Amharic 

BF (1978) state that the main derivations in Amharic basic verbs with some indication 

of their syntactico-semantic functions involve prefixing and internal changes. 

3.6.1 Prefixing 

1. Prefix /a-/  (transitivizer) 

 
Prefixing /a/ to an intransitive verb makes the verb transitive. The following example 

shows the aforesaid process. 

Example; i.  a.  Kebede wįha t’ät’t’-a  

   Kebede- water drink- (3psm) 

  (Kebede drank water) 

b. Kebede saru-n wįha  a-t’ät’t’-a  

Kebede- grass-the water made drink- (3sm) 

(Kebede watered the grass) 

The verb t’ät’t’-a is intransitive whereas the verb a-t’ät’t’-a is transitive.  

ii. a.  Abebe mįsa bälla   

          (Abebe ate launch) 

       b. Abebe lįj-u-n mįsa a- bälla  

(Abebe fed his/the child lunch.) 

The verb bälla is intransitive whereas the verb a- bälla is transitive. 

2. Prefix /as-/ (causative) 

When a verb is prefixed with ‘as-’ it indicates that the subject causes the action 

expressed by the underlying verb. 

as – säbbärä    “he made somebody break something” 

as – fällägä   “he made somebody search   
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something/someone” 

3.  Prefix /tä -/ (passive marker)  

The prefix /tä/ changes the verb to passive. 

For example;    i. a.  säbbärä  “he broke ” 

                   b. tä – säbbärä  “it got broken” 

   ii. a.   gäddälä  “ he killed” 

        b.  tä – gäddälä “ he was killed" 

3. Prefix /al-/ (Negative marker)  

The Amharic prefix ‘al-’ is said to be a negative marker prefix and the suffix that 

always come with this prefix is ‘-m’ 

 al-säbbärä-m (He didnot break) 

3.6.2 Internal changes  

The internal changes of derived verbs occur in two ways. The first one involves the 

insertion of vowel /-a-/ after the first radical of the root.  It always occurs with prefix 

/tä-/. It indicates reciprocity. Example:  

    tä- sabbäru  “ they were broken.’’  

tä- gaddälu  “ they killed each other.”  

If the subject is the cause for the reciprocal action, the stem will be prefixed with /a-/. 

For example; 

  a- sabbäru   ‘they made people break each other’  

a- gaddälu  ‘they made people kill each other’ 

The second one involves duplication of penultimate (the second from the last) radical 

followed by vowel /ä/. It expresses that something is done again and again or 

iteratively.  

Example: tä- säbabbäru  ‘they broke each other again and again’ 
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        tä- gädaddälu  ‘they killed each other again and again’ 

a- säbabbäru ‘they made people break each other                                

again and again’ 

a- gädaddälu ‘they made people/animals kill each other again  

and again’ 

Not all verbs undergo these derivational processes. Verbs take or fail to take the 

various derivations in idiosyncratic patterns according to semantic, syntactic, and 

phonological considerations. Therefore, in most of the cases, it is difficult to predict 

whether it is possible to apply a particular derivational process to a specific root. BF 

(1978) suggest the following criteria to be applied as a rule: 

� A verb with no antepenultimate radical cannot undergo the first 

internal change.  

� A verb with initial ‘a’ does not take the /a-/ prefix.  

Leslau (1967) says that the Amharic verb has various stems derived from the basic 

stem. They are: the reduplicative stem and the stems formed with prefixed 

morphemes. 

 

The reduplicative stem is characterized by the repetition of the second radical in 

triradicals (säbbär: säbabbär). The stems derived with prefixed morphemes are the tä-

stem, as-stem, at-stem, a-stem, taš-stem, astä-stem, tästä-stem, an-stem, tän-stem, etc.  

 

To produce a triliteral derived stem in the perfect for type A verbs insert the 

characters of the root into the template 1ä2a22ä3 or as-1ä22ä3 or tä-1ä22ä3, etc.  

Examples: 

    1ä2 a  2  2ä3 (-säbabbär)  as-1ä2    2ä3(as-säbbär)      tä-1ä2      2ä3ä2 (tä-säbbär)  

 

    s     b          r                             s     b     r    s      b      r    
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To produce a triliteral derived stems in the perfect for type B verbs insert the root in 

to the template 1ä2a22ä3 or as-1ä22ä3 or tä-1ä22ä3, etc.  

Examples: 

    1ä2 a  2  2ä3 (fälalläg)         as-1ä2    2ä3(as-fälläg)     tä-1ä2    2ä3 (tä-fälläg)  

 

    f      l          g                             f     l      g            f      l        g   

To produce a triliteral derived stems in the perfect for type C verbs insert the root in 

to the template 1ä2a22ä3 or as-1a22ä3 or tä-1a22ä3, etc.  

Examples: 

    1a2 a  2  2ä3 (-mararräk)      as-1a2    2ä3(as-marräk)     tä-1a2      2ä3ä2 (tä-marräk)  

 

    m    r          k                             m    r     k    m     r       k    

 

3.7 Inflectional Affixes of Amharic verb stems 

One of the characteristics of Amharic word formation is that inflectional affixes 

cannot be added until stems are formed. As indicated above, inserting the root into the 

already established template forms basic as well as derived stems. For example, it is 

not correct to say ‘sbr- ä’. Phonological rules (such as palatalization) must apply only 

when fully inflected words are derived from verbal stems. The following is an 

example of consonant change through assimilation. 

 fälläg + k �  fälläkk 'you wanted' (g changed into k). 

The inflectional affixes of Amharic verb stems indicate features of person, number 

and gender. Amharic verbs exhibit two major types of inflectional affixes with their 

verb stems; 

a) Subject markers 

b) Object markers 
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3.7.1 Subject Feature Indicators 

Subject feature indicators indicate the feature of the subject i.e. the features of the 

doer of the action. The subject feature indicator affixes are obligatory. All Amharic 

perfective verb forms cannot function without subject marker suffixes. 

Example: 

1.  Y säw gäddäl-ä 'Y (masculine) killed a human being' 

2.  Y säw gäddäl–äčč     'Y (feminine) killed a human being' 

The subject ‘Y’ in the first example has the feature value of person = third; number = 

singular; and gender = male. These feature values are the features of the suffix ‘– ä’ of 

the verb ‘gäddäl-ä’. In the second example the subject ‘Y’ has the feature value of 

person = third; number = singular; and gender = female, which are the features 

indicated by the suffix ‘–äčč’ of the verb ‘gäddäl–äčč’. 

 

Amharic subject indicator affixes can be grouped into three paradigms, based on the 

stem to which they can be attached (Alemayehu, 1987). Except some affixes of the 

imperfective and jussive, all the remaining affixes are suffixes. The following table 

presents subject marker suffixes in the perfective stem.  

Suffix Features  

 Person Number Gender Examples 

-hu/ku     1 S C
20

 säbbär-ku          (I broke)    

-n            1 Pl C säbbär-n            (We broke) 

-h/k         2 S M säbbär-k            (You broke) 

-š  2 S F säbbär-š            (You broke) 

-aččɨhu      2 Pl C säbbär-aččɨhu   (You broke) 

                                                 
20

 C stands for both feminine (F) and masculine (M) 
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-ä           3 S M säbbär-ä           (He broke) 

-äčč       3 S F säbbär-äč         (She broke) 

-u        3 Pl C säbbär-u          (They broke) 

 

Table 3.1 Subject marker suffixes of the Perfective stem 

3.7.2 Object marker Affixes 

The object marker affixes are attached to a verb after the subject marker affixes are 

attached to the stem. All object indicators of Amharic verbs are suffixes.  

For example: 

 Almaz Daba-n gäddäl-äččɨ-w  'Almaz killed Daba' 

The subject 'Almaz' has the feature value of: person=3
rd

; number = singular; and 

gender = female; and the object 'Daba' has the features: person=3
rd

; number = 

singular; and gender = male. The suffix /-äčč/ indicates the features person=3
rd

; 

number = singular; and gender = female whereas the suffix /-w/ indicates the features 

person=3
rd

, number = singular, and gender = male in the verb ‘gäddäl-äččɨ-w’.  

The following table presents the object marker suffixes with their features. 

 

              Suffix 

 

Features 

 Person Number Gender 

 -ñ            1 S C 

 -h            2 S M 

 -š        2 S F 

 -wo(-wot)  2 Respect C 

 -w; 3 S M 
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 -at        3 S F 

 -aččäw   3 Respect  C 

 -n         1 Pl C 

 -aččɨhu   2 Pl C 

 -aččäw  3 Pl C 

Table 3.2 Object Marker Suffixes 

3.7.3 Combination of Suffixes and Suffix Orders of Amharic Verb 

Verbs should have one of the obligatory suffixes and any one of the optional. The 

following table summarizes the possible obligatory and optional suffixes of Amharic 

perfective verb stems.  

Number Subject Marker Suffixes 

(Obligatory) 

Object Marker Suffixes 

(Optional) 

1 -hu/ku -ñ 

2 -n -n 

3 -h/k -h/k 

4 - š -š 

5 -aččɨhu -wo 

6 -ä -wot 

7 -u -aččɨhu 

8  -w 

9  -at 

10  -aččäw 
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Table 3.3 Orders of suffixes to the Amharic Perfective Verb Stem  

The order of suffixes in a word can affect the grammar and/or meaning of the word.  

For example two Amharic words: gäddäl-n- š 'We killed you (feminine) ' and gäddäl- 

š-n 'You (Feminine) killed us' have different meanings because of the order of the 

suffixes /-n/ and /-š/. 

 

From the above discussion it is possible to see that, given a verb stem, the order of the 

suffixes to Amharic verbs can be expressed as: 

X-S1-S2; Where: 

 X= A perfective Stem 

 S1 = Subject marker suffix that occur with the perfective stem 

S2= Object marker suffix that occur with the perfective stem 

For example the word: gäddäl-n-š can be written as 

 STEM = gäddäl 

S1 = Subject marker in the perfect=n 

S2= Object marker in the perfect=š 

 

Mullen (1986) notes that the strict order of the affixation and the conjugation pattern 

of the Amharic verbs indicate that the word formation process in Amharic has three 

levels: 

1. Creation of stems from roots. Inserting root consonants into a template, 

which indicates the non-concatenative part of the Amharic language, will 

give us the stem; 

2. Produce fully inflected words (from stems) as well as derive new words 

from existing words, mainly by affixation of subject markers;  

3. Cliticization (affixation of other inflectional affixes, such as object 
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markers, to the fully inflected word) and compounding. 

Levels 2 and 3 indicate the concatenative nature of Amharic.  

3.8 Phonological Properties  

After the stem is formed through a non-concatenative process, the next procedure will 

be concatenation, i.e. follow levels 2 and 3 given above. When words are formed by 

concatenation, phonological changes that may alter the original sound can occur, 

mostly at the morpheme boundaries. To determine the correct forms of the word, 

phonological changes that have taken place during word formation should be 

considered carefully. As the objective of this study is on synthesizing words in the 

text, only processes that cause changes in a grapheme
21

 are considered.  

3.8.1 Vowel Changes 

When two vowels come in sequence, change of vowel sounds can occur. The 

following table
22

 summarizes the possible changes of vowel sounds that can occur in 

Amharic. 

 a e i o u ä 

a a aye ay awo aw a 

e eya eye ey ewo ew ä 

i iya iye i iwo iw iya 

o owa oye oy owo ow o  

u uwa uye  uwo uw wa 

ä a äye  o äw ä 

 

Table 3.4 Vowel Changes 

 

                                                 
21

 The minimal distinct unit in the writing system of a language  
22

 The table is obtained from BF (1978). 
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If the word ends with a or ä and the suffix starts with /a/, the /a/ and /ä/ in the word 

will change into a as can be seen in the following example:  

a   + aččɨhu � aččɨhu   

a   + at � at 

a   + aččɨäw �     aččɨäw 

a   + aläčč � aläčč   

ä   +  aččɨhu � aččɨhu   

ä   +  at  �at 

ä   +  ačäw  �ačäw 

What we saw above can also be illustrated in the following way. 

Perfect stem + ä + at = Perfect stem + at  

Perfect stem + ä + aččäw = Perfect stem + aččäw  

 Perfect stem + a + at =Perfect stem + at  

In this case perfect stem + ä and perfect stem + a constitute the word.  

The remaining rules apply similarly.  

3.8.2 Palatalization 

Palatalization causes change of sound that affects a grapheme when a dental 

consonant is followed by the vowels /e/ and /i/ ('palatalizers'). The following table 

shows the corresponding dental and palatal consonants in Amharic. 

Dentals
23

 Palatals
24

 

d j 

t č 

                                                 
23

 Refers to a sound made by pressing the tip of the tongue against the teeth. 
24 The roof of the mouth consists of two distinct parts: the hard front part, called the palate, and the 

softer back part, called the velum. Amharic consonants that are articulated in the palatal area are called 

palatals. 
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t’ č’ 

z ž 

s š 

l y 

n ñ 

 

 Table 3.5 Dental consonants with the corresponding palatal consonants 

In Amharic, the common changes due to palatalization occur in the following ways. 

Where d is a dental consonant and p is a palatal consonant 

1. Rule one     d+e�pe 

2. Rule two    d+ia� pa 

3. Rule three      d+i�pi or d+i�p 

The above three rules can be presented in a tabular form as palatalization due to /e/, 

palatalization due to /ia/, and palatalization due to /i/, respectively 

 

 

 

Table 3.6 Palatalization due to ‘e’ 

Underlying Form Surface form 

s+ia    ša 

Underlying form Surface form 

s + e  še 

t+e  če 

d+e  je 

z+e  že 

n+e  ñe 

ť+e  č’e 
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t+ia   ča 

d+ia  ja 

z+ia  ža 

n+ia  ña 

t’+ia   č’a 

 

Table 3.6 Palatalization due to ‘ia’ 
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Underlying Form Surface form 

s+i   ši 

t+i či 

d+i  ji 

z+i  ži 

n+i  ñi 

t’+i  č’i 

 

Table 3.7 Palatalization due to ‘i’ 

The above changes occur at the morpheme boundaries 

3.8.3 Consonant Changes 

When two consonants come in sequence, change of consonant may occur. The 

following table summarizes the possible change of consonants that can occur in 

Amharic; 

Underlying Form Surface form 

b+y bi 

d+y di 

g+k kk 

l+r rr 

l+y li 

m+y   mi 

s+š šš 

q+k kk 
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 Table 3.8 Consonant Changes  

The following are examples to visualize how the above rules can be used. 

 fälläg + k = fälläkk 'You wanted, wished'  (The rule is g + k= kk) 

 särräq + k = särräkk 'You stole'   (The rule is q + k= kk)

 läbbäs + š = läbbäšš 'You dressed'   (The rule is s + š = š š)  

3.9 Summary 

This chapter has discussed about the verb formation processes in Amharic, especially 

about perfective verb forms. The next chapter will discuss the procedures and 

assumptions taken to design the lexicons used to synthesize a verb. The coming two 

chapters constitute the core of this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DESIGN OF LEXICONS FOR AMHARIC VERB SYNTHESIZER 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the design of lexicons essential for the prototype verb 

synthesizer developed for Amharic. The design process is based on the morphological 

properties of the language presented in chapter three and the assumptions and 

approaches discussed in chapter two. 

 

The MorphoSynthesisLexicon database developed as a knowledge base consists of 7 

tables. The tables are RootTable, TemplateTable, SuffixTable, VowelChangeTable, 

ConsonantChangeTable, PalatalizationTable, and TranslationTable. This chapter will 

discuss the design of each of the above tables respectively. 

4.2 Design of the root lexicon (RootTable)  

A number of computational linguists (Golding, 1985; Anteworth, 1995; Karttunen, 

1983; Güngördü, 1995) suggest that highly inflected languages should not store 

numerous inflected forms of a word in the lexicons of natural language systems 

(NLS). Storing these forms drastically inflates the size of the lexicon. Therefore, the 

lexicons of NLS for such languages should have a list of root forms, together with 

rules to recognize and generate the inflected variant forms. This recommendation also 

applies to Amharic NLS since it is one of the highly inflected languages (Girmay, 

1992). 

 

 

As indicated in the previous chapter, most of the words in Amharic are either verbs or 

derived from verbs. The basic lexical element of Amharic verbs is the root form. The 
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root has one or more consonants. Stems are formed from the root by inserting vowel 

pattern.  Thus, most of the words in the language can be reduced to consonant and 

vowel pattern. The vowel patterns are not the same for each root. The type of root 

determines the structure of the stem. Therefore, the type of the root should be known 

to determine the structure of the stem and other forms. 

 

The design of the root lexicon is based on the classification of Amharic verbs as 

described in section 3.4 of chapter 3. Each root in the lexicon RootTable has the 

following fields: 

� RootName: a string of up to four consonants 

� RootType: the type of verb the root belongs to; which can be A or 

B or C 

Based on this analysis a table is designed, which have the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

RootName Text A primary key with a maximum of 4 characters. 

RootType Text A primary key with 1 character (A or B or C). 

 

Table 4.1 Structure of the lexicon RootTable.  

The relational schema of the RootTable table is given as follows.  

RootTable 
RootName RootType 

 

On words from this point, the fields underlined represent primary keys. 
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The following table depicts the RootTable table populated with sample data. 

RootName    RootType    
bkn C 
bnn A 
bnn C 
brk C 
brq A 
brq C 
brr A 
btn B 
bzt C 
čbt B 

 

Table 4.2 Some of the Records in the RootTable table 

The RootTable table contains 145 records of which 59 are of type A, 50 are of type B 

and 36 are of type C. This table does not include all the triradical (triliterals) 

perfective roots. 

4.3 Design of the template lexicon (TemplateTable) 

As indicated in Chapter three, plugging each character of the root into an appropriate 

template forms stems (see section 3.5 and 3.6 for detailed discussion). The numbers in 

the templates stand for a consonant. Instead of having a separate table for the vocalic 

melody, vowels are inserted into the templates because it is found to be computational 

efficient. The prefixes, collected from sources described in section 3.1 of chapter 

three, are attached to the templates because:   

� They are few in number (al, as, tä, kä, sla, sɨlä, sɨlas, sɨlätä) and, thus, no 

need of having another table;  

� It will increase the efficiency of the system by relieving it from accessing 

another table. 
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The designed template table (TemplateTable) has two fields: 

� TemplateName: string of up to 15 characters. 

� RootType: the type of verb the template belongs; which can be A or B or 

C 

Based on this analysis a table is designed, which has the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

TemplatetName Text A primary key with a maximum of 15 

characters.  

RootType Text A primary key with 1 character (A or B or C). 

 

Table 4.3 Structure of the lexicon TemplateTable.  

The relational schema of the TemplateTable table is given as follows.  

TemplateTable 
TemplateName RootType 

 

 

The following table depicts some records in the TemplateTable table. 

TemplateName    RootType    
1ä11a2 B 
1a22ä2 C 
1ä22ä2 A 
1ä22ä2 B 
1a22ä3 C 
1ä22ä3 A 
1ä22ä3 B 
1ä2a22ä3 A 
kä1ä2a22ä3 A 

 
Table 4.4 Some of the Records in the TemplateTable table 

4.4 Designing the Affix Database 

The affixes carry different types of syntactical and semantic information, which help 

in interpreting different forms of a word. In Amharic once stems are formed from the 
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roots, words can be formed by affixation. The features of affixes considered in 

designing the synthesizer in this study are: 

� Amharic perfective verb stems should have at least a subject marker suffix 

to function as a word; 

� Object marker suffixes are optional. That is, they can be attached after 

subject marker suffixes but they cannot be affixed right after the stem. In 

Amharic, any subject marker suffix can be followed by any other object 

marker suffix; 

� Affixes from the same category (i.e. subject marker suffixes or object 

maker suffixes) cannot come at the same time in a single verb. 

4.4.1 Designing the suffix lexicon (SuffixTable) 

Suffixes in the SuffixTable have a SuffixName, SuffixType, and SuffixCategory as a 

field, where;  

� SuffixName is a string of one or more character(s). 

� SuffixType is a string of not more than five characters that indicates the 

feature of the verb like 1psc, 1ppc, 2psm, 2psf, 2ppc, 3psm, 3psf, 3ppc etc. 

� SuffixCategory is a single character that indicates the category the suffix 

belongs to; which can be S (subject marker suffix) or O (object marker 

suffix). 

Based on this analysis a table is designed which have the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

SuffixName Text A primary key of one or more characters. 

SuffixType Text A primary key of size 5 that indicates the 

features of a verb. 

SuffixCategory Text A primary key of size 1 that indicates the 

category (O or S) the suffix belongs to. 
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Table 4.5 Structure of the lexicon SuffixTable.  

The relational schema of the SuffixTable table is given as follows.  

SuffixTable 
SuffixName SuffixType SuffixCategory 

 

The following table depicts some records in the SuffixTable table. 

 

 

SuffixName    SuffixType    SuffixCategory    
ä 3psm S 
ačäw 3ppc O 
äčč 3psf S 
aččïhu 2ppc O 
aččïhu 2ppc S 
at 3psf O 
h 2psm S 
hu 1psc S 
ïn 1ppc S 
k 2psm S 

 

Table 4.6 Some of the Records in the SuffixTable table 

The SuffixTable table designed in this study contains all the available subject and 

object marker suffixes. 

4.5 Design of the vowel change lexicon (VowelChangeTable)  

For the verb generated to be meaningful, the system should handle vowel changes that 

occur when two vowels appear consecutively. The prototype synthesizer developed 

handles this problem by accessing VowelChangeTable table before producing the 

generated verb form.   

The designed vowel change table (VowelChangeTable) has two fields: 

� VowelPattern: string of two characters that are vowels. 
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� VowelReplacement: string of not more than five characters.  
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Based on this analysis a database is designed which have the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

VowelPattern Text A primary key with a maximum of 2 characters. 

VowelReplacement Text A string with a maximum of 5 characters. 

 

 

Table 4.7 Structure of the lexicon VowelChangeTable.  

 

The relational schema of the VowelChangeTable table is given as follows.  

VowelChangeTable 
VowelPattern VowelReplacement 

 

The following table illustrates some records in the VowelChangeTable table. 

 

VowelPattern    VowelReplacement    
aa a 
aä a 
äa a 
ää ä 
ae aye 
äe äye 
ai ay 
ao awo 
äo o 
au aw 

 

Table 4.8 Some of the Records in the VowelChangeTable table 

The VowelChngeTable table designed for this study entertains all the changes that 

may occur when two vowels come in succession.  

4.6 Design of the consonant change lexicon (ConsonantChangeTable)  

For the generated verb to be meaningful, the system should handle consonant changes 

that occur when two consonants appear consecutively. The prototype synthesizer 

developed handles this problem by accessing ConsonantChangeTable table before 
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producing the generated verb form.   

The designed consonant change table (ConsonantChangeTable) has two fields: 

� ConsonantPattern: string of two characters that are consonants. 

� ConsonantReplacement: string of not more than three characters.  

Based on this analysis a table is designed which have the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

ConsonantPattern Text A primary key of 2 characters. 

ConsonantReplacement Text A string of 3 characters. 

 

Table 4.9 Structure of the lexicon ConsonantChangeTable.  

The relational schema of the ConsonantChangeTable table is given as follows.  

ConsonantChangeTable 
ConsonantPattern ConsonantReplacement 

 

The following table depicts some of the records in the ConsonantChangeTable table. 

 

ConsonantPattern    ConsonantReplacement    
by bi 
dy di 
gk kk 
lr rr 
ly li 
my mi 

 

Table 4.10 ConsonantChangeTable table populated with sample data. 

The ConsonantChngeTable table designed for this study entertains all the changes that 

may occur when two consonants come in succession.  

4.7 Design of the palatalization lexicon (PalatalizationTable)  

A change occurs when a palatal consonant is followed by ‘palatalizers’ /e/ and /i/. 

This change should also be entertained before the synthesized verb is reported. Thus 
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the prototype verb synthesizer will access the PalatalizationTable to account for such 

possible changes that occur when a palatal consonant is followed by palatalizers. 

The designed palatalization table (PalatalizationTable) has three fields: 

� Dental: a string of one character.  

� Palatal: a string of two characters. 

� SurfaceForm: string of three characters.   

Based on this analysis a database is designed which have the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Dental Text A primary key with one character. 

Palatal Text A primary key with a maximum of 2 characters. 

SurfaceForm Text A maximum of 3 characters. 

 

 

Table 4.11 Structure of the PalatalizationTable.  

The relational schema of the PalatalizationTable table is given as follows.  

PalatalizationTable 
Denatal Palatal SurfaceForm 

 

The following table depicts some records in the PalatalizationTable table. 

 

Dental    Palatal    SurfaceForm    
d e je 
d i ji 
d ia ja 
n e ñe 
n i ñi 
n ia ña 
s e še 
s i ši 
s ia ša 
t e če 

 

Table 4.12 Some of the Records in the PalatalizationTable table  
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The PalatalizationTable table designed for this study entertains all the changes that 

may occur when a dental consonat is followed by palatalizers.  

4.8 Design of the translation lexicon (TranslationTable)  

This table is required by the synthesizer to convert verbs in phonetic representation 

into the equivalent Amharic letters.   

The designed translation table (TranslationTable) has two field. 

� PhoneticPattern: a string of two characters that are vowels.  

� AmharicEquivalent: a string of not more than five characters.  

The designed translation table (TranslationTable) has the following structure. 

Field Name Data Type Description 

PhoneticPattern Text A primary key with 2 characters. 

AmharicEquivalent Text A string of not more than 5 characters. 

 

Table 4.13 Structure of the TranslationTable table.  

The relational schema of the TranslationTable table is given as follows.  

TranslationTable 
PhoneticPattern AmharicEquivalent 

 

The following table depicts some records in the TranslationTable table. 

LatinPattern    AmharicEquivalent    
a › 
a œ 
b w 
ba v 
bä u 
be u? 
bi u= 
bo x 
bu u< 
č ‹ 
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Table 4.14 Some of the Records in the TranslationTable 

 

4.9 Design of the training root lexicon (NuralRootTable5) 

The neural network software BrainMaker need to be trained so that a model with a 

better prediction capability would be developed. The training procedures used to 

develop a better model are discussed in section 5.7 of chapter 5. The table in which 

the neural network is trained, NuralRootTable5 prepared in Excel 3.0, has the 

following records in it. 

Consonant1 VocalicMelody Consonant2 Consonant3 RootType 

K ä r ? B 

D ä d b B 

G ä d b B 

g a n b C 

g a l b C 

h ä s b A 

k ä n b B 

k a h b C 

l a h b C 

 

Table 4.15 Some of the Records in the NuralRootTable5 

There are 273 records in the NuralRootTable5 out of which 106 are of type A, 85 are 

of type B and 82 are of type C. This table is not complete. 10% (the default value) of 

all the records available in the NuralRootTable5 are taken by the neural network 

software as a test data set and the rest 90% as a training dataset.   

4.10 Design of the running fact lexicon (Runningfact) 

This table is used to test the predictive power of the developed model. A table consists 

of 14 roots with no root type is prepared in Excel 3.0 to measure the predictive power 

of the developed network (model).  The following table shows some of the records in 
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the Runningfact table. 

 

 

Consonant1 VocalicMelody Consonant2 Consonant3 

Z ä g n 

Z ä r f 

H ä f s 

L ä m d 

M ä z z 

M ä š g 

 

Table 4.16 Some of the Records in the Runnigfact 

Out of the 14 records in Runningfact table are of type A, 4 are of type B and 5 are of 

type C.  

4.11 Summary 

In this chapter the properties of the language and features that are useful for 

implementing word synthesizers for Amharic perfective verbs have been discussed. 

Moreover, the necessary database tables for synthesizing a word have been analyzed 

and designed. The next chapter discusses the algorithm designed and the results of the 

experiment based on the design and the analysis presented in this chapter. The chapter 

also discusses the results of the experiment on the effectiveness of the algorithms.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ALGORITHM DESIGN AND THE EXPERIMENT 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter an attempt was made to discuss the design of the database 

required by the word synthesizer. In this chapter an attempt is made to discuss the 

algorithms designed and implemented in this study. Also discussed are the prototype 

implementation of the algorithms designed, experiments conducted and results 

achieved.  

 

In this study, the experiment is conducted into two phases. The first phase of the 

experiment indicates the algorithms, all developed from scratch for the purpose of this 

study, developed and the results obtained on the implementation of these algorithms. 

This phase is enclosed in sections 5.2 to 5.7. The second phase uncovers the 

experiment conducted using the neural network software BrainMaker. This phase of 

the experiment helps to predict the type of the root not available in the root table. It is 

discussed in section 5.7.         

5.2 The word synthesis algorithms 

A number of algorithms designed for word synthesis are available in the literature. 

However, most of these algorithms are designed for Western languages, such as 

English, which have relatively simple morphological processes as compared to 

Semitic languages like Amharic. Therefore, all the algorithms employed in this study 

are designed from scratch. The reason being that the researcher could not get access to 

similar systems developed using the methods, which are the combination of CV-based 

and TLM of morphology, adopted in this study.      
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To trigger the algorithms to function in order, a root is given as an input to the system. 

After a root is provided, three major processes are accomplished to generate all the 

possible words from the input. These three processes are shown as level 1, level 2 and 

level 3 in the overview diagram below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Overview Diagram of the Synthesizer 

The above overview diagram can equivalently represented as follows. 

           LEVEL 1    LEVEL 2  LEVEL 3 

      

 

After receiving the root as an input, the only input of the system to generate stems, the 

first process is pre-processing the input string. This process determines the type of the 

root in the RootTable table. The neural network is applied to predict the type of the 

root not in the RootTable table. The second process (Level 2) generates all the 

possible stems that can be formed from the root received as an input. The third 

process (Level 3), upon suffixation, synthesizes all the possible words from the stems 

found as a result of process two. Processes two and three work based on the 
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phonological processes identified in section 3.7 of chapter three. The processes in 

levels 2 and 3 are discussed in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Stem formation 

As indicated above, the first step of the synthesizer is pre-processing. In this stage, the 

type of the root is determined. The next step is generating all possible stems. This 

process, stem formation, begins by accepting all possible root types obtained from the 

root preprocessed at level 1. The algorithm below accepts the root types obtained and   

generate all possible stems. 

 

Figure 5.2 The Algorithm that generates all possible stems from a root 

 

The above algorithm generates all the possible stems from an input root. For example 

if the input root is hlf, the algorithm generates the following stems. 

Input:   Root name 

Stem Array: An array where all generated stems will be stored 

Output: All possible Stems 
 

Start 
Find the root name matching the root name given from the root table 

 

If root name found   

Get the root type for the root name 

Else 

Call function ClassifyRootType to get the root type 

 

Get all available templates for the root type from the TemplateTable 

 

For each template 

    Set stem to template 

    Set template number counter to the largest number on the template 

    set root consonant counter to the count of different consonants of the root 

    If the template number counter is equal to the root consonant counter 

  Replace all occurrences of ‘1’ on the stem with the first character of the root 

  Replace all occurrences of ‘2’ on the stem with the second character of the root 

  If there is ‘3’ on the stem  

     Replace all occurrences of ‘3’ on the stem with the third character of the root 

  Insert the stem to the Stem Array  

Return Stem Array 

End 
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1 alhälläf ›M¤Kõ 
2 hälläf ¤Kõ 
3 hälalläf ¤LKõ 
4 ashälläf ›e¤Kõ 
5 ahhaläf ›GKõ 
6 tähalläf }GKõ 
7 tähälalläf }¤LKõ 
8 ahhälalläf ›¤LKõ 
9 kähälläf Ÿ¤Kõ 
10 kähälalläf Ÿ¤LKõ 
11 slähälläf eK¤Kõ 
12 alhälalläf ›M¤LKõ 
13 tähälläf }¤Kõ 
14 slätähälläf eK}¤Kõ 
15 slätähalläf eK}GKõ 
16 slashälläf eLe¤Kõ 
17 slahälläf eL¤Kõ 
18 kätähälalläf Ÿ}¤LKõ 
19 kätähälläf Ÿ}¤Kõ 
20 kashälalläf "e¤LKõ 
21 kashälläf "e¤Kõ 

 

Table 5.1 Output of the algorithm given in figure 5.2 

Based on the evaluation of domain experts, all the generated stems presented above 

are incorrect and therefore should be corrected.  To correct the wrongly generated 

stems, the following algorithm is developed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 The Algorithm that corrects the wrongly generated stems 

Input:  Stem array 

Output: Modified Stem Array  
 

Start 
For each stem from stem array 

         For each occurrences of  ‘o’ within the stem 

             Check ‘o’ is between ‘m’ and ‘k’ or between ‘k’ and ‘r’ 

             Else 

 delete stem from the stem array 

       Replace all occurrences of ‘h’ within the stem by ‘a’   

 Apply Vowel change Rule  

 Apply Consonant Change Rule 

 Apply Palatalization Rule         

  Return the Modified stem Array 
End 
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The above algorithm corrects all the aforementioned incorrect stems generated from 

the root hlf. The result of the algorithm is given below. 

 

1 alalläf ›LKõ 
2 alläf ›Kõ 
3 alalläf ›LKõ 
4 asalläf ›dKõ 
5 aläf ›Kõ 
6 talläf �Kõ 
7 talalläf �LKõ 
8 alalläf ›LKõ 
9 kalläf "Kõ 
10 kalalläf "LKõ 
11 slalläf eLKõ 
12 alalalläf ›LLKõ 
13 talläf �Kõ 
14 slätalläf eK�Kõ 
15 slätalläf eK�Kõ 
16 slasalläf eLdKõ 
17 slalläf eLKõ 
18 kätalalläf Ÿ�LKõ 
19 kätalläf Ÿ�Kõ 
20 kasalalläf "dLKõ 
21 kasalläf "dKõ 

 
Table 5.2 Output of the algorithm given in figure 5.3 

All the stems shown in figure 5.3 are correct as per the evaluation of domain experts.  

 

The algorithms presented in figures 5.2 and 5.3 work together to form correct stems of 

any input root.  

5.2.2 Word formation  

After the synthesizer gets the correct stems, it forms the words through suffixation 

(addition of suffixes) using the following algorithm.  
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Figure 5.4 The Algorithm that generates all possible words from stems 

 

If the vowel change rule is not used, then some of the words generated from a given 

root and suffix will not give meaning.  The above can be exemplified using the words 

generated from root name=sbr; suffix subject marker=3psm (ä); suffix object 

marker=3psf (at). 

1 alsäbbäräatm ›Mcu[›ƒU 
2 alsäbbärätm ›Mcu[ƒU 
3 säbbäräat cu[›ƒ 
4 säbbärät cu[ƒ 
5 säbabbäräat cvu[›ƒ 
6 säbabbärät cvu[ƒ 
7 assäbbäräat ›cu[›ƒ 
8 assäbbärät ›cu[ƒ 
9 assabäräat ›du[›ƒ 
10 assabärät ›du[ƒ 
11 täsabbäräat }du[›ƒ 
12 täsabbärät }du[ƒ 
13 täsäbabbäräat }cvu[›ƒ 
14 täsäbabbärät }cvu[ƒ 
15 assäbabbäräat ›cvu[›ƒ 
16 assäbabbärät ›cvu[ƒ 
17 käsäbbäräat Ÿcu[›ƒ 
18 käsäbbärät Ÿcu[ƒ 
19 käsäbabbäräat Ÿcvu[›ƒ 
20 käsäbabbärät Ÿcvu[ƒ 
21 släsäbbäräat eKcu[›ƒ 

Input:  StemArray (an array where all the correct stems are stored) and suffix 

Output:  all possible words 

WordArray:  an array where all generated words will be stored  
 

Start 
 Initialize a WordArray 

For each stem from the Stem Array 

Add a suffix to the stem and store the generated word to the WordArray 

  For each word from the WordArray 

  Apply Vowel change Rule  

  Apply Consonant Change Rule 

  Apply Palatalization Rule 

  Apply Negative Marker Rule 

Return the WordArray 
End 
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22 släsäbbärät eKcu[ƒ 
23 alsäbabbäräatm ›Mcvu[›ƒU 
24 alsäbabbärätm ›Mcvu[ƒU 
25 täsäbbäräat }cu[›ƒ 
26 täsäbbärät }cu[ƒ 
27 slätäsäbbäräat eK}cu[›ƒ 
28 slätäsäbbärät eK}cu[ƒ 
29 slätäsabbäräat eK}du[›ƒ 
30 slätäsabbärät eK}du[ƒ 
31 slassäbbäräat eLcu[›ƒ 
32 slassäbbärät eLcu[ƒ 
33 slasäbbäräat eLcu[›ƒ 
34 slasäbbärät eLcu[ƒ 
35 kätäsäbabbäräat Ÿ}cvu[›ƒ 
36 kätäsäbabbärät Ÿ}cvu[ƒ 
37 kätäsäbbäräat Ÿ}cu[›ƒ 
38 kätäsäbbärät Ÿ}cu[ƒ 
39 kassäbabbäräat "cvu[›ƒ 
40 kassäbabbärät "cvu[ƒ 
41 kassäbbäräat "cu[›ƒ 
42 kassäbbärät "cu[ƒ 

 

Table 5.3 Output of the algorithm given in figure 5.4 

 

According to the evaluation of domain experts, the odd numbered generated words 

are wrong. To correct them, the following algorithm is developed.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 The Algorithm that changes two consecutive vowels  

 

The output of the algorithm given in figure 5.4 for the input root name = sbr; suffix 

subject marker  =3psm and suffix object marker=3psf is given here below.  

 

Input:  Word 

Output: Modified word   
 

Start 
 While there are two consecutive vowels in the word 

Replace them with the appropriate surface form from the VowelChangeTable 

Return Word 

End 
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1 alsäbbäratm ›Mcu^ƒU 
2 alsäbbärätm ›Mcu[ƒU 
3 säbbärat cu^ƒ 
4 säbbärät cu[ƒ 
5 säbabbärat cvu^ƒ 
6 säbabbärät cvu[ƒ 
7 assäbbärat ›cu^ƒ 
8 assäbbärät ›cu[ƒ 
9 assabärat ›du^ƒ 
10 assabärät ›du[ƒ 
11 täsabbärat }du^ƒ 
12 täsabbärät }du[ƒ 
13 täsäbabbärat }cvu^ƒ 
14 täsäbabbärät }cvu[ƒ 
15 assäbabbärat ›cvu^ƒ 
16 assäbabbärät ›cvu[ƒ 
17 käsäbbärat Ÿcu^ƒ 
18 käsäbbärät Ÿcu[ƒ 
19 käsäbabbärat Ÿcvu^ƒ 
20 käsäbabbärät Ÿcvu[ƒ 
21 släsäbbärat eKcu^ƒ 
22 släsäbbärät eKcu[ƒ 
23 alsäbabbäratm ›Mcvu^ƒU 
24 alsäbabbärätm ›Mcvu[ƒU 
25 täsäbbärat }cu^ƒ 
26 täsäbbärät }cu[ƒ 
27 slätäsäbbärat eK}cu^ƒ 
28 slätäsäbbärät eK}cu[ƒ 
29 slätäsabbärat eK}du^ƒ 
30 slätäsabbärät eK}du[ƒ 
31 slassäbbärat eLcu^ƒ 
32 slassäbbärät eLcu[ƒ 
33 slasäbbärat eLcu^ƒ 
34 slasäbbärät eLcu[ƒ 
35 kätäsäbabbärat Ÿ}cvu^ƒ 
36 kätäsäbabbärät Ÿ}cvu[ƒ 
37 kätäsäbbärat Ÿ}cu^ƒ 
38 kätäsäbbärät Ÿ}cu[ƒ 
39 kassäbabbärat "cvu^ƒ 
40 kassäbabbärät "cvu[ƒ 
41 kassäbbärat "cu^ƒ 
42 kassäbbärät "cu[ƒ 

 

Table 5.4 Output of the algorithm given in figure 5.5 
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Using the algorithm in figure 5.5, the wrongly generated odd numbered words are 

corrected as per the evaluation of domain experts. 

 

Like the vowel change rule, if the consonant change rule is not used, then some of the 

words generated from a given root and suffix will not give meaning.  The input root 

name =flg and suffix subject marker = 2psm (h/k) is used here below to elaborate the 

above conjecture.  

1 alfälläghm ›MðKÓIU 
2 alfällägkm ›MðKÓ¡U 
3 fällägh ðKÓI 
4 fällägk ðKÓ¡ 
5 asfällägh ›eðKÓI 
6 asfällägk ›eðKÓ¡ 
7 affalägh ›óKÓI 
8 affalägk ›óKÓ¡ 
9 täfallägh }óKÓI 
10 täfallägk }óKÓ¡ 
11 fälallägh ðLKÓI 
12 fälallägk ðLKÓ¡ 
13 täfälallägh }ðLKÓI 
14 täfälallägk }ðLKÓ¡ 
15 affälallägh ›ðLKÓI 
16 affälallägk ›ðLKÓ¡ 
17 käfällägh ŸðKÓI 
18 käfällägk ŸðKÓ¡ 
19 käfälallägh ŸðLKÓI 
20 käfälallägk ŸðLKÓ¡ 
21 släfällägh eKðKÓI 
22 släfällägk eKðKÓ¡ 
23 alfälalläghm ›MðLKÓIU 
24 alfälallägkm ›MðLKÓ¡U 
25 täfällägh }ðKÓI 
26 täfällägk }ðKÓ¡ 
27 slätäfällägh eK}ðKÓI 
28 slätäfällägk eK}ðKÓ¡ 
29 slätäfallägh eK}óKÓI 
30 slätäfallägk eK}óKÓ¡ 
31 slasfällägh eLeðKÓI 
32 slasfällägk eLeðKÓ¡ 
33 slafällägh eLðKÓI 
34 slafällägk eLðKÓ¡ 
35 slafallägh eLóKÓI 
36 slafallägk eLóKÓ¡ 
37 kätäfälallägh Ÿ}ðLKÓI 
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38 kätäfälallägk Ÿ}ðLKÓ¡ 
39 kätäfällägh Ÿ}ðKÓI 
40 kätäfällägk Ÿ}ðKÓ¡ 
41 kasfälallägh "eðLKÓI 
42 kasfälallägk "eðLKÓ¡ 
43 kasfällägh "eðKÓI 
44 kasfällägk "eðKÓ¡ 

 

Table 5.5 Output prior to the use of the algorithm given in figure 5.6 

 

Even numbered words in the above table are wrongly generated due to the rule in 

Amharic that says the pattern /gk/ should be replaced by /kk/. To account for such 

changes when two consonants come in succession, the following algorithm is 

developed.  

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 5.6 The Algorithm that changes two consecutive consonants  

The following algorithm works in parallel with the above one to account for the 

changes due to palatalization. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Input:  Word 

Output: Modified word  
 

Start 
 While there are two consecutive consonants in the word 

  Replace them with the appropriate form from the ConsonantChangeTable 

Return Word 
End 

 

Input:   Stem and Suffix 

Output: Generated word 
 

Start 
Lchar = the last character of the Stem 

Fchar = the first character of the Suffix 

Pattern = Lchar +  Fchar 

Set Word to Stem 

Get the SurfaceForm for Pattern from the PalatalizationTable 

If the SurfaceForm found 

 Word = stem without Lchar + SurfaceForm + Suffix without Fchar 

Return Word 

End 
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  Figure 5.7 The Algorithm that checks  palatalization  

 

The output of the algorithms given in figures 5.6 and 5.7  for the input root name = flg 

suffix subject maker = 2psm is given here below.  

1 alfälläghm ›MðKÓIU 
2 alfälläkkm ›MðK¡U 
3 fällägh ðKÓI 
4 fälläkk ðK¡ 
5 asfällägh ›eðKÓI 
6 asfälläkk ›eðK¡ 
7 affalägh ›óKÓI 
8 affaläkk ›óK¡ 
9 täfallägh }óKÓI 
10 täfalläkk }óK¡ 
11 fälallägh ðLKÓI 
12 fälalläkk ðLK¡ 
13 täfälallägh }ðLKÓI 
14 täfälalläkk }ðLK¡ 
15 affälallägh ›ðLKÓI 
16 affälalläkk ›ðLK¡ 
17 käfällägh ŸðKÓI 
18 käfälläkk ŸðK¡ 
19 käfälallägh ŸðLKÓI 
20 käfälalläkk ŸðLK¡ 
21 släfällägh eKðKÓI 
22 släfälläkk eKðK¡ 
23 alfälalläghm ›MðLKÓIU 
24 alfälalläkkm ›MðLK¡U 
25 täfällägh }ðKÓI 
26 täfälläkk }ðK¡ 
27 slätäfällägh eK}ðKÓI 
28 slätäfälläkk eK}ðK¡ 
29 slätäfallägh eK}óKÓI 
30 slätäfalläkk eK}óK¡ 
31 slasfällägh eLeðKÓI 
32 slasfälläkk eLeðK¡ 
33 slafällägh eLðKÓI 
34 slafälläkk eLðK¡ 
35 slafallägh eLóKÓI 
36 slafalläkk eLóK¡ 
37 kätäfälallägh Ÿ}ðLKÓI 
38 ätäfälalläkk Ÿ}ðLK¡ 
39 kätäfällägh Ÿ}ðKÓI 
40 kätäfälläkk Ÿ}ðK¡ 
41 kasfälallägh "eðLKÓI 
42 kasfälalläkk "eðLK¡ 
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43 kasfällägh "eðKÓI 
44 kasfälläkk "eðK¡ 

 

Table 5.6 The output of the algorithms given in figures 5.6 and 5.7   

The wrongly generated even numbered words are corrected using the implementation 

of algorithms 5.6 and 5.7 as per the evaluation of domain experts. 

 

If the negative-marker rule is not used, some of the words generated from a given root 

and suffix will not give meaning.  The input root name =skr and suffix subject marker 

= 3psm could be used to elaborate the above conjecture.  

1 alsäkkärä ›McŸ[ 
2 säkkärä cŸ[ 
3 säkakkärä c"Ÿ[ 
4 assäkkärä ›cŸ[ 
5 assakärä ›dŸ[ 
6 täsakkärä }dŸ[ 
7 täsäkakkärä }c"Ÿ[ 
8 assäkakkärä ›c"Ÿ[ 
9 käsäkkärä ŸcŸ[ 
10 käsäkakkärä Ÿc"Ÿ[ 
11 släsäkkärä eKcŸ[ 
12 alsäkakkärä ›Mc"Ÿ[ 
13 täsäkkärä }cŸ[ 
14 slätäsäkkärä eK}cŸ[ 
15 slätäsakkärä eK}dŸ[ 
16 slassäkkärä eLcŸ[ 
17 slasäkkärä eLcŸ[ 
18 kätäsäkakkärä Ÿ}c"Ÿ[ 
19 kätäsäkkärä Ÿ}cŸ[ 
20 kassäkakkärä "c"Ÿ[ 
21 kassäkkärä "cŸ[ 

 

Table 5.7 Output prior to the use of the algorithm given in figure 5.8 

The words in number 1 and 12 of the above table do not convey meaning due to the 

failure of using the negative-marker rule. To accommodate the negative maker rule, 

the following algorithm is developed. 
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Figure 5.8 The Algorithm that applies negative-marker rule  

The outputs of the algorithm given in figure 5.6 for the input root name = skr  and 

suffix subject marker = 3psm is given here below.  

1 alsäkkäräm ›McŸ[U 
2 säkkärä cŸ[ 

3 säkakkärä c"Ÿ[ 
4 assäkkärä ›cŸ[ 
5 assakärä ›dŸ[ 
6 täsakkärä }dŸ[ 
7 täsäkakkärä }c"Ÿ[ 
8 assäkakkärä ›c"Ÿ[ 
9 käsäkkärä ŸcŸ[ 
10 käsäkakkärä Ÿc"Ÿ[ 
11 släsäkkärä eKcŸ[ 
12 alsäkakkäräm ›Mc"Ÿ[U 
13 täsäkkärä }cŸ[ 
14 slätäsäkkärä eK}cŸ[ 
15 slätäsakkärä eK}dŸ[ 
16 slassäkkärä eLcŸ[ 
17 slasäkkärä eLcŸ[ 
18 kätäsäkakkärä Ÿ}c"Ÿ[ 
19 kätäsäkkärä Ÿ}cŸ[ 
20 kassäkakkärä "c"Ÿ[ 
21 kassäkkärä "cŸ[ 

 

Table 5.8 Output after to the use of the algorithm given in figure 5.8 

 

The wrongly generated words in numbers 1 and 12 are corrected through the 

implementation of the algorithm in figure 5.8. 

 

 

Input:  word 

Output: modified word  
 

Start 
 If the first two characters of the word is equal to “al” 

  Add suffix ‘m’ at the end of the word 

Return word 

End 
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5.3 The prototype 

The algorithms presented earlier are coded using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. Figure 

5.9 shows the main screen of AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer.  

 

 

 Figure 5.9 Main screen of the AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer. 

The required words are generated either by typing the appropriate root and suffixes 

directly on the spaces provided or selecting the appropriate root from the root combo 

box and the appropriate suffixe(s) either from the suffix subject marker or from both 

the suffix subject marker and the suffix object marker combo box(s) 

 

When the synthesize button is pressed after providing all the necessary information, 

all the algorithms discussed above are applied and the words or stems generated are 

listed in the list box provided below Generated Words in phonetic symbols and the 

Amharic equivalent of each phonetic symbol in the space provided below ¨<MÉ 
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Óf‹.  

The prototype AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer can be used to generate stems or 

words depending on the input. If the only input to the 

AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer is root, stems will be generated as output. On the 

other hand, words are generated as output provided that the input to the system are 

root and suffix.  

 

When the Synthesize button is pressed with out a root, an error message “You have to 

enter a root first” is displayed. If the suffix object marker is supplied without the 

suffix subject marker, an error message “You have to enter suffix subject maker first” 

is displayed 

5.4 Testing Procedures 

The following procedures were employed through the first phase of the experiment to 

evaluate the performance of the synthesizer. 

1. To test the effectiveness of the algorithms developed, the roots sbr of type A, 

flg of type B, mrk of type C, lkk of type B and C, lqq of type A and C, lsn of 

type A and B, and hlf of type A were selected. The above roots have been 

selected by domain experts (linguists) based on the representativeness of their 

type. The representativeness of the selected roots is also supported by the 

sources given in the introduction section of chapter three. With these selected 

roots, the prototype verb synthesizer generates a total of 1428 words that is 

tasking on the part of the domain experts who evaluated the system.  

2. Domain experts evaluated the words generated by the selected roots. With the 

aim of improving the accuracy of the AmharicMorphologicalSynthesizer, 

causes of errors were identified and corrected and step one was repeated again. 
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This processes of correcting errors and repeating step one was done until the 

result obtained was found to be satisfactory. The accuracy of the system is 

calculated as the number of correctly generated words divided by the total 

number of words generated by the system multiplied by 100%.      

Mathematically, 

 

 %100*
____

____

generatedwordsofnumberTotal

wordsgeneratedcorrectlyofNumber
Accuracy =  

5.5 Results of the experiment 

The following table presents the results of the test based on the selected roots and 

suffixes by applying the above procedures. 
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Root Name 
Root 

Type 

Suffix 

Subject 

Maker 

Suffix Object 

Maker 

Number of 

Words 

Generated 

Number of 

Correctly 

Generated 

words 

Number of 

Wrongly 

Generated 

words 

Accuracy 

  3psm No 21 21 0 100% 

  3psf No 21 21 0 100% 

  2psm No 42 42 0 100% 

  2psf No 21 21 0 100% 

  1psc No 42 42 0 100% 

  3ppc No 21 21 0 100% 

Sbr A 2ppc No  21 21 0 100% 

  1ppc No 42 42 0 100% 

  3psm 3psm 21 21 0 100% 

  3psm 3psf 42 29 13 69.05% 

  3psm 2psf 21 21 0 100% 

  3psm 3ppc 42 42 0 100% 

  2psf 3ppc 42 42 0 100% 

  3psm No 22 22 0 100% 

  3psf No 22 22 0 100% 

  2ppsm No  44 44 0 100% 

  2psf No 22 22 0 100% 

  1psc No 44 44 0 100% 

Flg B 3ppc No 22 22 0 100% 

  2ppc No 22 22 0 100% 

  1ppc No 44 44 0 100% 

  1ppc 2psf 22 22 0 100% 

  2psf 3psm 22 22 0 100% 

  3psm No 19 15 4 78.95% 

  3psf No 19 14 5 73.68% 

  2psm No 38 22 16 57.90% 

  2psf No 19 13 6 69.42% 
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Root Name 
Root 

Type 

Suffix 

Subject 

Maker 

Suffix Object 

Maker 

Number of 

words 

Generated 

Number of 

correctly 

Generated 

words 

Number of 

wrongly 

Generated 

words 

Accuracy 

  1psc No 38 24 14 63.16%  

  3ppc No 19 12 7 63.16% 

Mrk C 2ppc No 19 10  9 52.63% 

  1ppc No 38 24 14 63.16% 

  2psm 3ppc 38 28 10 73.68% 

  1psc 2psf 19 13 6 68.42% 

  1ppc 2ppc 19 13 6 68.42% 

  3psm 3psm 38 19  19 50% 

  2psf No 4 4 0 100% 

  2ppc No 4 4 0 100% 

Lkk B and C 3psm No 4 4 0 100% 

  2psm 1psc 4 4 0 100% 

  3psf 3ppc 8 8 0 100% 

  2psf No 10 10 0 100% 

  2ppc No 10  10 0 100% 

Lqq A and C 3psm No 10 10 0 100% 

  3psf 1psc 10 10  0 100% 

  3psf 3ppc 20 20  0  100% 

  3psf No 43 43 0 100% 

  2psm No 86 86 0 100% 

Lsn A and B 2ppc No 43 43 0 100% 

  2psm 3ppc 86 86 0 100% 

  2psm 1psc 43 43 0 100% 

  2psm No 42 42 0 100% 

  3psf No 21 21 0 100% 

Hlf A 2ppc No 21 21 0 100% 

  3ppc 1psc 21 21 0 100% 

  2ppc 3ppc 42 42 0 100% 

Table 5.9 A table that depicts the results of the test on the selected roots 
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5.6 Discussion of the results 

5.6.1 Error Analysis 

During the experiment the two linguists
25

 who evaluate the outputs of the system 

almost in the same way identified the following errors. The errors are summarized as 

follows. 

1. Two consonants should not come at the beginning of any Amharic word as in 

slätäsäbbäräcc (for she got broken) eK}cu[‹. The above error is not 

supported by Leslau (1973) on which much of the thesis was based. The 

suggestion given is to put ɨ in the middle of the two consonants. Thus the 

above word will be changed to sɨlätäsäbbäräcc. To correct this error, the 

phonetic symbol ɨ was inserted in the appropriate templates. In the output, 

s?lasäbbärä is generated. All the errors in the roots sbr and flg are corrected by 

inserting the above ɨ in all the appropriate templates.  
 

2. The second error is that the /c/ in slätäsäbbäräcc should be /č/. This is 

reported to be a problem observed in some of the generations of an input root. 

Internally, /c/ is recognized as /č/. Thus, this is not a problem, as it is 

understood correctly by the system. 

 

3. Some of the templates in Type C verbs such as mrk were not correctly 

represented in the database. For instance, instead of putting the template as 

1ä2a22ä3 it was represented as 1a2a22ä3 in TemplateTable of the 

                                                 
25 The developed system is evaluated by Ato Daniel Aberra, an instructor in the Department of 

Linguistics at Addis Ababa University, and Dr. Yonas Admassu, an instructor in the Department of 

Literature at Addis Ababa University 
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MorphoSynthesisLexicon database. Due to the above misrepresentation the 

word märarräkäcc S^[Ÿ‹ is generated wrongly as mararräkäcc 

T^[Ÿ‹(which is meaningless). All the errors in type C root types such as 

mrk are fixed easily by modifying the appropriate templates.  

 

4. ›Mcu`IU (alsäbbärhm) (you did not break) and ›Mcu`¡U (alsäbbärkm) 

(you did not break) do have the same meaning. But the synthesizer generates 

them as different words. The results of suffixing the second person singular 

masculine (2psm) subject marker suffixes /k/ and /h/ to the same stem will 

generate words with the same meaning. In this case these 2psm suffixes k and 

h are considered to generate words with the same meaning, but in different 

dialects or regional variations. The same justification is given for the similar 

errors reported in the First Person Singular Constant (1psc) subject marker 

suffixes /hu/ and /ku/.  

 

5. Some of the generated words were correct both grammatically and 

semantically, but not used in day-to-day conversation. An example of this is 

täsabbäru (they broke each other) /}du\/.  

 

6. Some of the verbs generated are grammatically correct but ambiguous in 

meaning. An example of this is täsabbäräw (he broke with him) }du[¨<. But 

the linguists who evaluated the output of the system just argue unanimously 

that such words do have the potential to be added into the vocabulary of 

Amharic.    

The errors in 1 and 3 above are corrected by making some modifications on the 

database except the second one that persisted throughout the experiment. The errors 
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Training the neural network using the 

back propagation algorithm and the 

selected training data set 

No 
Yes 

Determine neural network size (number 

of input, hidden, and output nodes) 

Decide on the node activation function 

to be used 

Initialize the network weights 

Vary the number of hidden 

nodes and/or re-initialize the 

weights 

Save weights. If network 

performance is satisfactory, stop. 

Test network 

No 

Yes 

Training time, 

error goal or   

epochs satisfactory 

Network 

performance 

good? 

 

reported in 4, 5 and 6 above are not actual errors in the perspective of this study since 

the principal objective of the study is not on semantics.  

5.7 Root Type Prediction Using Neural networks 

The second phase of the experiment uses the neural network software BrainMaker for 

the purpose of predicting the type of the root not available in the database. The 

flowchart of the training procedures used by Berhanu (1999) and also in this study is 

given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Neural Network Training Procedures 
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The numbers of input and output nodes were determined as 64 and 3 respectively. 

Initially, training was started based on the default network parameters. The default 

parameters for the neural network are: learning rate=1.0; neuron function= sigmoid; 

training tolerance=0.100; testing tolerance=0.400; training noise=0.00; number of 

hidden layers=1; number of hidden nodes= 64; network weights=small randomly 

chosen numbers, and number of test data= 10% of the data set and gave the following 

network progress. 

 

Figure 5.11 Progress of the neural network on the training data set using the 

default values. 

The above model constructed using the default values predicts the type of 21 of the 27 

roots correctly and 6 of the 27 roots wrongly. Thus, the model works with an accuracy 

of 77.78%. The above network has an average error and root mean square (RMS) 

error of 0.1378 and 0.3346 respectively. 

 

After iterative testing of the input of the neural network by changing network 

parameters, about 12 models are selected with better predictive power. Then these 12 

models are further tested using the running fact. The model having good prediction 

capability is then selected. The model had the following network parameter changes 

over the default settings: Learning rate= 0.400; Connection noise=0.2002; 
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With the above changes, the network progresses as follows. 

 

Figure 5.12 Progress of the selected model on the training data set. 

The above selected model predicts the type of 22 of the 27 roots correctly and 5 of the 

27 roots wrongly. Thus, the model works with a precision of 81.48. The above 

network has an average error and RMS error of 0.1325 and 0.3314 respectively. 

 

The selected model is tested with 14 new roots in the absence of their type and the 

following results are obtained. 

 

Predicted Root Type 
 A B C 

 

Total 

A 4 1 0 5 

B 3 1 0 4 

 

A
ct

u
a
l 

R
o
o

t 

T
y

p
e 

C 0 0 5 5 

Total 7 2 5 14 
    

 

Table 5.10 Prediction Results of the neural network  

 

As it can be seen from the above confusion matrix, the model wrongly predicted one 

type A verb form as type B and three type B verb forms as type A The model predicts 

all type C verb forms correctly. 
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In the case of perfective verb forms, root types A and B are similar in that they have 

the same templates. Thus, predicting type A verb forms as type B and vice versa will 

not practically be taken as a wrong prediction. This problem will be alleviated, 

hopefully, if all the verbal forms are considered.      

5.8 Summary 

In this chapter, detailed discussions were made on the algorithms designed. Based on 

the algorithms, a prototype was developed using Visual Basic with an interface easy 

enough to be used by individuals. An experiment was also conducted using the 

prototype on the roots selected. The results achieved and the discussions made out of 

the experiment are also reported in this chapter. From what has been observed from 

the discussion in this chapter, the prototype developed using the rule-based approach 

has high accuracy close to 100%. The neural network is identified to predict with an 

accuracy of 81.48%. Hopefully, the accuracy will increase if it is tested with a large 

data. The next chapter will conclude this thesis by diving conclusions and indicating 

future areas of research.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to design a word synthesizer for Amharic perfective 

verb forms. The Morphological properties of Amharic in general and that of 

perfective verb forms in particular that are useful for computer representation are 

identified. Then the various techniques to morphological synthesis are reviewed. 

Accordingly, an approach that combines rule-based (CV-based approach and TLM: 

selected because they take the properties of the language into account) and neural 

network (used to predict the type of the root not available in the RootTable table) is 

employed for this study. A database of templates, roots, suffixes and phonological 

variations (palatalization, consonant change and vowel change), which helps the 

synthesizer to generate different words from an input, are designed. Training data sets 

and running facts are also prepared to be used as an input to the BrainMaker. 

Algorithms are designed from scratch as there are no previously designed algorithms 

for this purpose based on the morphological properties of the language to generate 

perfective verb forms from an input root and suffix (subject marker or  subject and 

object markers). Finally, a prototype word synthesizer is developed to evaluate the 

performance of the designed algorithms. 

 

It has been found throughout the research that Amharic is a morphologically complex 

language. Most of the words in the language are verbs or derived from verbs. It is 

indicated that verbs are the most productive classes of words in the language. The root 

is a basic lexical unit of the language. The root form of a base verb can be bilateral, 

trilateral, quadrilateral and quinitiliteral.  
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Verbs are derived from templates by inserting consonant patterns to the template. 

Therefore, most of the words in the language can be reduced to template and root 

patterns. In this study, the vowels are inserted into the template due to the reasons 

given in section 4.3 of chapter three. Roots form their stems based on their type. It is 

also shown that word formation follows regular patterns: prefixing, suffixing, 

circumfixing and infixing. Thus it is possible to conclude that, even though Amharic 

is morphologically complex its regular patterns make it manageable for algorithmic 

processing. 

  

The records in all the tables except in RootTable and NuralRootTable5 tables are 

exhaustive. It is practically impossible to list all the roots in the RootTable table. To 

account for the remaining roots, this study uses neural network as a technique to 

predict the type of the root not included in the RootTable table.  

 

In order to test the accuracy of the algorithms developed the root sbr of type A, the 

root flg of type B, the root mrk of type C, the root lkk of type B and C, the root lqq of 

type A and C, the root lsn of type A and B and the root hlf of type A were considered. 

The test results have been presented in the previous chapter. The errors encountered 

during experimentation have also been corrected. The neural network model predicts 

the type of 27 (10% of all the roots which constitute the test data set) of the 273 roots 

available in NuralRootTable5 table with an accuracy of 81.48%.  

 

Even though the accuracy of the synthesizer developed in this study is somewhat 

acceptable, it may not have an immediate practical application for the synthesizer was 

not trained on large quantities of data for various reasons. The reasons for not being 

able to train the synthesizer on such data are:  
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1. Lack of large corpora in the language annotated with roots with their type.  

2. Manually determining the type of the root and generating such quantities 

of data is very laborious, expensive and time consuming. 

3. Financial constraint to carry out such huge research.  

4. Scope of the thesis, which is limited to demonstrate the potential of a 

hybrid of rule-based (CV-based and TLM of morphology) and neural 

network to develop an automatic synthesizer to Amharic.  

 

Apart from such limitations, the research has indicated the possibility to develop an 

automatic synthesizer for Amharic. That is, it appears to be feasible to develop an 

efficient word synthesizer for Amharic provided that enough training data is available. 

 

The module ConvertToAmharic, that converts phonetic symbols to their Amharic 

equivalent,  could be used whenever needed. This module can also accomplish the 

reverse process with minor modification.  

 

It is also anticipated that this first work in automatic word synthesis will encourage 

Ethiopian students and researchers to take part in similar researches which ultimately 

lend to a higher level and more demanding research endeavors such as parsing and 

machine translations, which all are tasks of NLP in general and NLU in particular. 

6.3 Recommendations 

1. The algorithms are tested on a limited number of roots and the accuracy 

reported is valid only for this test set. Therefore, other tests using a large 

number of data must be conducted so as to make it possible to estimate the 

accuracy of the synthesizer. 
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2. Conduct similar researches in other local languages by adopting the 

procedures followed in this study or similar other studies. 

 

3. This study considers only perfective verb forms. Enhancing the system to 

include all the other verb forms is also an interest in future works. 

 

4. Develop synthesizers for Amharic and other local languages, using other 

approaches (e.g. purely stochastic or purely rule-based), and compare the 

results obtained with that of the approach followed in this thesis.  

 

5. Launching big project to develop an efficient full-fledged automatic 

morphological synthesizer for Amharic. 

 

6. Organizing an NLP team that will be responsible to carry out such huge 

project in particular, and researches in NLP in general may be necessary. 

As NLP requires expertise from different fields of study, the team for such 

a project should consist of at least linguists, programmers and information 

professionals. 

 

7. Word synthesizers are not an end by themselves; they are ways to an end. 

Therefore, further studies should also focus on implementing application 

that can use the outputs of word synthesizers such as machine translation, 

spell-check, speech recognition, dictionary (lexicon) compilation, POS 

tagging, morphological analysis, automatic sentence construction, etc 
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8. As derived nouns undergo similar inflections as regular nouns, the 

algorithms can be extended easily for nouns by designing a lexicon that 

can handle regular nouns. 

 

9. Amharic has a handful of prepositions and regular adverbs. The 

synthesizer can be extended easily to include these categories.  

 

10. Test the neural network with large data to see its potentiality for applying 

it in morphological synthesis. 
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APPENDIX 1  

THE AMHARIC CHARACTER SET (Leslau, 1967) 

Order 

1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  5

th
  6

th
  7

th
  

Labialized 

H  ha Hù hu £ hi ¦ ha ÿ  he H h ç ho      
l  lä Lù lu lþ li § la l¤ le L l LÖ lo   §* lw

a   
¼ ha ¼ù hu ¼þ hi ˆ ha ¼¤ he Þ h ‡   ho      
m mä Ñmu ¸ mi ¥ ma » me M m ä  mo   àm

w
a   

¿   sä ¿ù su œþ  si œ sa œ¤ se o s ƒ  so      
r  rä „ ru ¶    ri ‰ ra Ê  re R  r é   ro   … r

w
a   

s    sä Sù su sþ   si ú  sa s¤  se S  s î   so   ú* sw
a   

¹  šä ¹ù šu ¹þ ši š ša ¹¤ še > š ë šo   š*šw
a   

q   qä qÜ  qu qE  qi Ý qa q½  qe Q q ö   qo ³q
w
ä q&qw

i Ì q
w
a Ì q

w
e 

 
q“qw∂ 

b    bä bù bu bþ bi Æ ba b¤ be B  b ï   bo   Æ* bw
a   

t    tä tÜ tu tE ti ¬ ta t½ te T    t è to   a t
w
a   

c   čä cÜ ču cE či Ò ča c½če C  č Óčo   — čw
a   

^    hä ^ù hu ^þ hi ` ha ^¤ he ~    h ‹ ho ^Ö hw
ä ^ hw

i º h
w
a º¤ hw

e ^“ hw∂ 
n     nä nù nu nþ ni Â na n¤ ne N    n ñ no   • n

w
a   

ß  ňä ßù ňu ßþ ňi ¾ ňa ß¤ ňe Ÿ    ň ® ňo   – ňw
a   

x     a Xù u xþ i ¨ a x¤ e X  ∂ å o      
w wä Ý wu êE wi ê wa ê½ we W   w ã wo      
;    a ;ù  u ›þ i › a ›¤ e :   ∂ â o      
k  kä kùku kþ ki µ ka k¤ ke K  k ÷ ko kÖkw

ä k&kw
i µ* kw

a ùµ¤kw
e  k“kw

 ∂ 
¡ hä ¡ùhu ¡þhi áha ¡¤he <  h ó ho      
z zä zù zu zþ zi ² za z¤ ze Z   z ø zo   ²* zw

a   
¢žä ¢Üžu ¢Eži Ïža ¢½že i ž Î žo      
y yä † yu ‘yi Ã ya ü ye Y y × yo      
g gä gù gu gþ gi U ga g¤ ge G g ¯ go gÖgw

ä g& gw
i Ù g

w
a ùg¤ gw

e g“gw
 ∂ 

d dä Çdu Äþ di Ä da Áde D d ì do   Ä* dw
a   

jğä °ğu ©þği ©ğa Ëğe Jğ íğo      
«ţä «ùţu «þţi Èţa «¤ţe _ţ õţo   È* ţ wa   
=ćä Œću Àći Åća ˜će u ć ôćo   ,ć w

a   
™ şä ™ù şu ™þ şi Ú şa ™¤ şe A ş Û şo   Ú* ş wa   
{ şä {ù şu Éþ şi É şa É¤ şe I ş ò şo      
’ pä ’ù pu ’þ pi Ô pa ’¤ pe e p Õ po      
f fä û fu ð fi Í fa Ø fe F f æ fo   Ð f

 w
a   

p pä pÜ pu pE pi pa p½ pe P p ± po      
v vä vù vu vþ vi Š va v¤ ve V v ‹ vo      
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APPENDIX 2 
 

SAMPLE TEST RESULTS 
 
        INPUTS      
--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =sbr 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =3psm  

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) alsäbbäräm ›Mcu[U 
2) säbbärä cu[ 
3) säbabbärä cvu[ 
4) assäbbärä ›cu[ 
5) assabärä ›du[ 
6) täsabbärä }du[ 
7) täsäbabbärä }cvu[ 
8) assäbabbärä ›cvu[ 
9) käsäbbärä Ÿcu[ 
10) käsäbabbärä Ÿcvu[ 
11) släsäbbärä eKcu[ 
12) alsäbabbäräm ›Mcvu[U 
13) täsäbbärä }cu[ 
14) slätäsäbbärä eK}cu[ 
15) slätäsabbärä eK}du[ 
16) slassäbbärä eLcu[ 
17) slasäbbärä eLcu[ 
18) kätäsäbabbärä Ÿ}cvu[ 
19) kätäsäbbärä Ÿ}cu[ 
20) kassäbabbärä "cvu[ 
21) kassäbbärä "cu[ 
 

 
          INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =flg 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =3psm 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) alfällägäm ›MðKÑU 
2) fällägä ðKÑ 
3) asfällägä ›eðKÑ 
4) affalägä ›óKÑ 
5) täfallägä }óKÑ 
6) fälallägä ðLKÑ 
7) täfälallägä }ðLKÑ 
8) affälallägä ›ðLKÑ 
9) käfällägä ŸðKÑ 
10) käfälallägä ŸðLKÑ 
11) släfällägä eKðKÑ 
12) alfälallägäm ›MðLKÑU 
13) täfällägä }ðKÑ 
14) slätäfällägä eK}ðKÑ 
15) slätäfallägä eK}óKÑ 
16) slasfällägä eLeðKÑ 
17) slafällägä eLðKÑ 
18) slafallägä eLóKÑ 
19) kätäfälallägä Ÿ}ðLKÑ 
20) kätäfällägä Ÿ}ðKÑ 
21) kasfälallägä "eðLKÑ 
22) kasfällägä "eðKÑ 
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                    INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =mrk 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =3psm 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) almarräkäm ›MT[ŸU 
2) marräkä T[Ÿ 
3) tämarräkä }T[Ÿ 
4) asmarräkä ›eT[Ÿ 
5) ammaräkä ›T[Ÿ 
6) mararräkä T^[Ÿ 
7) ammararräkä ›T^[Ÿ 
8) kämarräkä ŸT[Ÿ 
9) kämararräkä ŸT^[Ÿ 
10) slämarräkä eKT[Ÿ 
11) almararräkäm ›MT^[ŸU 
12) tämararräkä }T^[Ÿ 
13) slätämarräkä eK}T[Ÿ 
14) slasmarräkä eLeT[Ÿ 
15) slamarräkä eLT[Ÿ 
16) kätämararräkä Ÿ}T^[Ÿ 
17) kätämarräkä Ÿ}T[Ÿ 
18) kasmararräkä "eT^[Ÿ 
19) kasmarräkä "eT[Ÿ 
 
 
          INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =lkk 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =2psf 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) lakkš L¡i 
2) lakkäkš LŸ¡i 
3) lällakš KL¡i 
4) läkkäkš KŸ¡i 
 
           
INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =lqq 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =2psf 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) laqqš Lpi 
2) laqqäqš Lkpi 
3) läqqäqš Kkpi 
4) laqqš Lpi 
5) tälaqqäqš }Lkpi 
6) asläqqäqš ›eKkpi 
7) aläqqäqšm ›KkpiU 
8) slätäläqqäqš eK}Kkpi 
9) slasläqqäqš eLeKkpi 
10) slaläqqäqš eLKkpi 
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 INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =lsn 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =2ppc 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) allässänaccďhum ›Kc“‹G<U 
2) lässänaccďhu Kc“‹G< 
3) läsassänaccďhu Kdc“‹G< 
4) aslässänaccďhu ›eKc“‹G< 
5) allasänaccďhum ›Lc“‹G<U 
6) tälassänaccďhu }Lc“‹G< 
7) täläsassänaccďhu }Kdc“‹G< 
8) alläsassänaccďhum ›Kdc“‹G<U 
9) kälässänaccďhu ŸKc“‹G< 
10) käläsassänaccďhu ŸKdc“‹G< 
11) slälässänaccďhu eKKc“‹G< 
12) alläsassänaccďhum ›Kdc“‹G<U 
13) tälässänaccďhu }Kc“‹G< 
14) slätälässänaccďhu eK}Kc“‹G< 
15) slätälassänaccďhu eK}Lc“‹G< 
16) slaslässänaccďhu eLeKc“‹G< 
17) slalässänaccďhu eLKc“‹G< 
18) kätäläsassänaccďhu Ÿ}Kdc“‹G< 
19) kätälässänaccďhu Ÿ}Kc“‹G< 
20) kasläsassänaccďhu "eKdc“‹G< 
21) kaslässänaccďhu "eKc“‹G< 
22) allässänaccďhum ›Kc“‹G<U 
23) lässänaccďhu Kc“‹G< 
24) aslässänaccďhu ›eKc“‹G< 
25) allasänaccďhum ›Lc“‹G<U 
26) tälassänaccďhu }Lc“‹G< 
27) läsassänaccďhu Kdc“‹G< 
28) täläsassänaccďhu }Kdc“‹G< 
29) alläsassänaccďhum ›Kdc“‹G<U 
30) kälässänaccďhu ŸKc“‹G< 
31) käläsassänaccďhu ŸKdc“‹G< 
32) slälässänaccďhu eKKc“‹G< 
33) alläsassänaccďhum ›Kdc“‹G<U 
34) tälässänaccďhu }Kc“‹G< 
35) slätälässänaccďhu eK}Kc“‹G< 
36) slätälassänaccďhu eK}Lc“‹G< 
37) slaslässänaccďhu eLeKc“‹G< 
38) slalässänaccďhu eLKc“‹G< 
39) slalassänaccďhu eLLc“‹G< 
40) kätäläsassänaccďhu Ÿ}Kdc“‹G< 
41) kätälässänaccďhu Ÿ}Kc“‹G< 
42) kasläsassänaccďhu "eKdc“‹G< 
43) kaslässänaccďhu "eKc“‹G< 
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INPUTS      

--------------------------------------- 

          ROOT NAME             =hlf 

          SUFFIX SUBJECT MAKER  =2psm 

          SUFFIX OBJECT MAKER   = 

                

          GENERATED WORDS/STEMS      

--------------------------------------- 

1) alalläfhm ›LKõIU 
2) alalläfkm ›LKõ¡U 
3) alläfh ›KõI 
4) alläfk ›Kõ¡ 
5) alalläfh ›LKõI 
6) alalläfk ›LKõ¡ 
7) asalläfh ›dKõI 
8) asalläfk ›dKõ¡ 
9) aläfh ›KõI 
10) aläfk ›Kõ¡ 
11) talläfh �KõI 
12) talläfk �Kõ¡ 
13) talalläfh �LKõI 
14) talalläfk �LKõ¡ 
15) alalläfh ›LKõI 
16) alalläfk ›LKõ¡ 
17) kalläfh "KõI 
18) kalläfk "Kõ¡ 
19) kalalläfh "LKõI 
20) kalalläfk "LKõ¡ 
21) slalläfh eLKõI 
22) slalläfk eLKõ¡ 
23) alalalläfhm ›LLKõIU 
24) alalalläfkm ›LLKõ¡U 
25) talläfh �KõI 
26) talläfk �Kõ¡ 
27) slätalläfh eK�KõI 
28) slätalläfk eK�Kõ¡ 
29) slätalläfh eK�KõI 
30) slätalläfk eK�Kõ¡ 
31) slasalläfh eLdKõI 
32) slasalläfk eLdKõ¡ 
33) slalläfh eLKõI 
34) slalläfk eLKõ¡ 
35) kätalalläfh Ÿ�LKõI 
36) kätalalläfk Ÿ�LKõ¡ 
37) kätalläfh Ÿ�KõI 
38) kätalläfk Ÿ�Kõ¡ 
39) kasalalläfh "dLKõI 
40) kasalalläfk "dLKõ¡ 
41) kasalläfh "dKõI 
42) kasalläfk "dKõ¡ 
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